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Abstract We analyse here the definition of the gene in

order to distinguish, on the basis of modern insight in

molecular biology, what the gene is coding for, namely a

specific polypeptide, and how its expression is realized and

controlled. Before the coding role of the DNA was dis-

covered, a gene was identified with a specific phenotypic

trait, from Mendel through Morgan up to Benzer. Subse-

quently, however, molecular biologists ventured to define a

gene at the level of the DNA sequence in terms of coding.

As is becoming ever more evident, the relations between

information stored at DNA level and functional products are

very intricate, and the regulatory aspects are as important

and essential as the information coding for products. This

approach led, thus, to a conceptual hybrid that confused

coding, regulation and functional aspects. In this essay, we

develop a definition of the gene that once again starts from

the functional aspect. A cellular function can be represented

by a polypeptide or an RNA. In the case of the polypeptide,

its biochemical identity is determined by the mRNA prior to

translation, and that is where we locate the gene. The steps

from specific, but possibly separated sequence fragments at

DNA level to that final mRNA then can be analysed in

terms of regulation. For that purpose, we coin the new term

‘‘genon’’. In that manner, we can clearly separate product

and regulative information while keeping the fundamental

relation between coding and function without the need to

introduce a conceptual hybrid. In mRNA, the program

regulating the expression of a gene is superimposed onto

and added to the coding sequence in cis - we call it the

genon. The complementary external control of a given

mRNA by trans-acting factors is incorporated in its

transgenon. A consequence of this definition is that, in

eukaryotes, the gene is, in most cases, not yet present at

DNA level. Rather, it is assembled by RNA processing,

including differential splicing, from various pieces, as

steered by the genon. It emerges finally as an uninterrupted

nucleic acid sequence at mRNA level just prior to transla-

tion, in faithful correspondence with the amino acid

sequence to be produced as a polypeptide. After translation,

the genon has fulfilled its role and expires. The distinction

between the protein coding information as materialised in

the final polypeptide and the processing information rep-

resented by the genon allows us to set up a new information

theoretic scheme. The standard sequence information

determined by the genetic code expresses the relation

between coding sequence and product. Backward analysis

asks from which coding region in the DNA a given poly-

peptide originates. The (more interesting) forward analysis

asks in how many polypeptides of how many different types

a given DNA segment is expressed. This concerns the

control of the expression process for which we have intro-

duced the genon concept. Thus, the information theoretic

analysis can capture the complementary aspects of coding

and regulation, of gene and genon.

Introduction

The concept of the gene was introduced before the onset of

molecular biology, in the wake of the work of Mendel,
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Morgan and their successors in the early twentieth century

(Mendel 1866; Morgan et al. 1915). At that time, it meant a

basic unit of heritable phenotypic properties (Johannsen

1909) (cited in Roll-Hansen 1989). Molecular biology

identified the structures underlying these properties, that is,

the molecules coding for or carrying out specific functions.

The phenomenal success of modern biochemistry and

molecular biology, however, rather than clarifying the

relationship between inheritance, coding and function,

eventually led to confusion about the basic concept, the

gene. Most investigators today tend to identify a gene with

a certain, more or less contiguous stretch of DNA that

codes for some specific functions. When looking at the

biochemical details, however, this practice becomes rather

contorted, with all kind of exceptions and twists, and is, as

we shall argue in this paper, problematic not only on

practical, but also on conceptual grounds.

Originally, before the molecular carriers of function

were understood and the coding aspect came to the fore-

ground, a gene had been conceived as a simultaneous unit

of inheritance, mutation and function. The principles of

mutation are easy to understand at the biochemical level.

The basic type of mutation is the exchange of a single

nucleotide in the DNA. A single nucleotide, however, is

too small to count as a unit of function. Such mutations

may affect one or several functions and play a role in cis/

trans tests; but in most cases, they are neutral at the

functional level. Other genetic mutations consist of dele-

tions, insertions, transpositions, inversions, or duplications.

Again, they involve a certain piece of DNA, whose loca-

tion and size, however, need not respect any unit of

function or regulation, and therefore, they are not neces-

sarily related to a specific phenotypic trait. For these

reasons, the gene cannot be characterised as a unit of

mutation. Moving the discussion to units of inheritance,

first of all, there is the fact that, under asexual reproduction,

entire genomes are reproduced (faithfully, unless mutations

occur), and thus, here the basic unit would be too large.

Under sexual recombination, it seems that units of

recombination tend to respect functional boundaries, but

this is not inherent in its basic mechanism, but rather

represents a secondary adaptation. Furthermore, modern

molecular biology essentially focuses on biological func-

tion and not on inheritance. Therefore, in our gene concept,

we shall concentrate our analysis on the functional aspects.

Of course, we realize that in the perspective of evolution-

ary biology, different conceptual emphasis has lead to

utilizations of the term ‘‘gene’’ that are different from ours.

Looking at some, apparently rather authoritative exam-

ple in the wake of the genome sequencing project, (Snyder

and Gerstein 2003) defined a gene as ‘‘a complete chro-

mosomal segment responsible for making a functional

product’’ and then discusses five criteria for identifying

genes in the DNA sequence of a genome, open reading

frame, sequence features (like codon bias), sequence con-

servation, evidence for transcription, and gene inactivation

(the possibility for mutating or inactivating the product by

direct gene disruption or RNA interference). These criteria

are rather heterogeneous, and such a gene concept could

have at best a heuristic value (cf. also, Griffiths and Stotz

2006). More recently, the ENCODE project (ENCODE

Project Consortium 2007) shifted the emphasis from the

DNA sequence to the collection of transcripts, and besides

the discovery of many transcripts of unknown or at least

non-protein-coding function, the intricacies of the regula-

tion process came into focus again. This also led to a

redefinition of the gene in Gerstein et al. (2007)1 as ‘‘a

union of genomic sequences encoding a coherent set of

potentially overlapping functional products’’. In other

words, it is realized that there is no one-to-one relation

between a coding sequence at DNA level and a functional

product. In this situation, the quoted definition then aban-

dons both the gene as a coding and as a functional unit, and

entirely suppresses the regulatory effects that mediate

between those two aspects. This may be acceptable for

some purposes; however, it is the aim of the present paper

to argue for strict conceptual definitions. Before starting

that enterprise, let us go further back in history, in order to

better appreciate the difficulties involved in clarifying the

gene term.

In the beginning of modern molecular biology, geneti-

cally identified functions could be related first to

polypeptides and then to DNA (Hershey and Chase 1955).

Benzer (1959, 1961) and Benzer and Champe (1961) then

introduced the concept of the cistron (contiguous genomic

elements acting in cis, essentially the protein coding

sequence), a concept to be extended by Jacob and Monod

(1961). This related the gene to an un-interrupted piece of

DNA, able to complement a function in a cis/trans test. On

that basis, the identification function = gene = polypep-

tide = continuous piece of DNA = cistron appeared

plausible (Fig. 1).

While this was an important step, it turned out to be too

simple. The reason is that whereas some polypeptides, like

pancreatic RNase, assume a function by themselves, in

most cases a genetically determined function is based on a

higher order complex of polypeptides. Furthermore, these

polypeptides typically may interact with low Mr com-

pounds as Heme, vitamins, metal ions, etc. This means that

several polypeptides or genes have to co-operate to secure

a function. At that point, Jacob and Monod coined the

notion of an ‘‘operon’’ constituted by several, possibly

1 This paper appeared only after the review (Scherrer and Jost 2007)

of our gene concept had appeared and the present paper had been

submitted.
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cooperating genes. Other problems then emerged with the

discovery of regulatory genes. As an example, let us con-

sider the lac repressor gene.

The lac function obviously has phenotypic effects. In

fact, it is based on operator action involving the repressor;

but the lac repressor gene is not part of the cistrons con-

trolled by the operator. Indeed, the gene coding for the lac-

repressor protein, which has to attach to the DNA sequence

of the operator, placed in cis upstream to the genes in the

operon, is encoded far away (Fig. 2). So, in what sense can

we speak of all these distinct elements as of one gene?

In molecular biology of eukaryotes, some researchers

found the situation to be still more intricate and compli-

cated. In bacteria, transcription and translation are tightly

linked in a single physical complex. In eukaryotes, in

contrast, the DNA is stored in the nucleus, which is the site

of transcription, whereas the polyribosomes, where trans-

lation takes place, are located in the cytoplasm and thus

removed from the DNA. The mRNA becomes autonomous,

thus, and new types of controls become possible at that

level. An untranslated region (50-side UTR) preceding the

coding sequence in the mRNA is needed to avoid a func-

tional overload of the initial bases of the mRNA string. For

both, chemical and steric reasons, the initial bases of the

mRNA string cannot at the same time recognise and interact

with the ribosome and bear the initiation triplet. However,

there is also a 30-side UTR at the end of the mRNA chain

that, in the case of some genes (e.g., the Prion mRNA), can

include more nucleotides than the coding sequence itself.

These untranslated regions, being contiguous and in cis, on

both sides of the coding sequence, clearly constitute prob-

lems for the original concept of the gene. Even worse for

that concept, one and the same coding sequence can have

different 30-side UTRs, depending on cell type or expres-

sion timing of a given gene. The question then is whether

the expression of one function at different times or in dif-

ferent cells (e.g., the myosin light chains, Kelly et al. 1995)

should count as a single gene.

Obviously, we can go on with problems and difficulties:

In particular, mRNA form ribonucleoprotein complexes

(mRNPs) in eukaryotic cells. More precisely, specific

proteins recognise and attach to specific sequence motifs

along the mRNA chain. This happens not only in the

UTRs, but inside the coding sequence itself, for instance as

shown in the case of globin mRNAs (Dubochet et al.

1973). This indicated the existence of protein binding sites

that are superimposed onto the coding sequence, as can be

seen in EM pictures of mRNPs (insert in Fig. 4), possibly

with a specific code (Auweter et al. 2006) of protein–RNA

interaction. It is a basic experimental fact that (ribosome-)

‘‘free’’ mRNPs, as found in vivo outside the translation

machinery of the polyribosomes, are not translatable in vi-

tro, unless most of the RNP proteins are removed (Civelli

et al. 1980). Thus, it seems that these proteins assume some

kind of repressor function. In passing, we note that RNPs

are also capable of forming higher order complexes. These

are assembled by interaction with other proteins or cellular

structures as, for instance, at the level of the nuclear matrix

(Ioudinkova et al. 2005; Lawrence et al. 1989; Razin et al.

2004) or the cytoskeleton (cf. review in Lawrence and

Singer 1991; Scherrer and Bey 1994).

Even more devastating for the original gene concept is

the existence in eukaryotes of giant precursor RNA and its

gradual processing (Scherrer and Darnell 1962; Scherrer

et al. 1963, 1966; Georgiev et al. 1963) (review in Scherrer

2003). Pre-mRNA ‘‘splicing’’ shows that the coding

sequence is in most cases fragmented at the genomic level.

In other words, only fragments in place of entire genes are

stored in the DNA (Berget et al. 1977; Chow et al. 1977).

From the point of view of the original genetic definition of

the gene, and of the cistron concept, this means that the

gene has to be created from its parts encoded in the DNA

before it can be expressed. The phenomenon of differential

splicing, implying that the same stretch of DNA can con-

tain the information for different genetically identifiable

functions, definitely suggests to conceptually and

Fig. 1 Definition of the gene: a functional polypeptide basis of a unit

function. By genetic analysis, the gene is identified as a phenotypic

function. An individual function is based on co-operating proteins or

polypeptides; the latter represent, hence, the basic unit functions. At

nucleic acid levels, the closest equivalent is the coding sequence for

such a polypeptide, inserted into the mRNA. In the general case, such

a coding sequencet - gene equivalentt - is fragmented in the DNA,

which constitutes the genotype, basis of a specific phenotype
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terminologically distinguish the gene as a function from its

genomic counterpart in form of DNA.

Under these circumstances, how are we to deal with this

situation where no single term is adequate to capture all

types of information involved in the expression of a single

genetic function? Clearly, we need to distinguish and isolate

the essential units of the process of gene expression, from

both the mechanistic and logical point of view. Necessarily,

this process will require new concepts and terms; we shall

boldly enter this path. In the end, we shall not only find

ourselves equipped with precise definitions for gene

expression in terms of Molecular Biology, but we shall also

be able to devise and apply mathematical algorithms that can

analyse gene storage and expression in terms of information

processing. A short version of the proposal to be presented

here has been published recently (Scherrer and Jost 2007).

Coding versus control: the genon concept

Genetic function is carried out by proteins composed of

folded polypeptides. Their amino acid sequences are read

off in the process of translation from the coding sequence

contained in the mRNA. The mRNA coding sequence is the

elementary counterpart of the biological function, and

therefore constitutes the natural starting point for a gene

definition wishing to capture biological function. This leads

to Benzer’s original definition of the gene in terms of

molecular biology, meaning the uninterrupted nucleic acid

stretch that, as already mentioned above, was called ‘‘cis-

tron’’ (Benzer 1961) within the model of Jacob and Monod

(1961) of the operon (Fig. 2). Since translation is faithful

(although coding is redundant due to the degeneracy of the

genetic code), this mRNA sequence constitutes the equiv-

alent of the polypeptide chain as the underling unit of

genetic function and analysis. The important point here is

that this uninterrupted nucleic acid stretch emerges only at

the level of the mRNA. In particular, in eukaryotes it is

typically not yet present at the DNA level as an uninter-

rupted sequence, but fragmented into exons. This implies

that, at DNA level, the gene cannot yet be directly identi-

fied. Therefore, instead of looking forward from the DNA to

the final mRNA prior to translation, we rather should look

backward and understand how such a gene is assembled

from pieces in the genome prior to its expression. At this

point, however, in addition to the coding sequence itself, we

Fig. 2 The Jacob and Monod Model of the operon. In the bacterial

operon, several coding sequences (cistrons) are coupled together to

secure a metabolic pathway as, e.g., in case of the lac operon. When

activated, such an operon is transcribed as a unit and, prior to

termination of transcription, a polyribosome is formed on the mRNA,

and the products, the enzymes Z and Y as well as an acetylase are

made. DNA, mRNA and the translation machinery form, hence, a

tightly linked physical complex; therefore (as in a timepiece), arrest at

any level stops the entire machinery. In the repressed state, in the

upstream operator/promoter sequence where the RNA polymerase

attaches and transcription has to start, the repressor may attach on the

basis of a sequence-specific protein–DNA interaction, prohibiting

transcription. The repressor is the product of a distant gene coding for

a polypeptide. Once attached to the DNA, the repressor may become

the target of an inducer, in the case cited a small Mr chemical

compound reducing the affinity constant of the DNA-repressor

interaction. Regulation operates thus primarily at transcriptional

level, controlling types and amounts of polypeptides formed; in this

case it acts in a negative manner via the repressor, but positive

regulation via peptides acting as inducers exists as well. Note that the

operon arrangement implies already an expression program including

the operator in the sense of the genon concept
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have to take into account the existence of a program for the

formation of the mRNA and its expression in time and

space; this aspect also needs to be conceptualized.

More specifically, to implement this program, we have

both, cis-acting receptors in the transcript and trans-acting

factors in the milieu. The cis-acting receptors form

sequence-motifs contained in the same strand of DNA or

RNA as the fragments of the coding sequence. On the other

hand, the trans-acting factors act on the signals placed in

cis. Combined, they form the program that, in a sequence

of many different steps, generates the gene within a given

cellular space and at a specific time (Fig. 3).

Let us list some of the many steps involved in gene

expression, roughly in their temporal order (in fact, it is

important to take a comprehensive view here): chromatin

modification and activation, transcription and formation of

pre-mRNPs, processing (including splicing) and transport

of the pre-mRNP, formation and export of the mRNP to the

cytoplasm, activation (or, perhaps more accurately,

de-repression) of mRNA and, finally, translation. The

cis-program of this process is specific for each individual

gene, i.e. mRNA or polypeptide to be formed, although the

same signals, in different combinations, can be utilized for

the expression of different genes. We have coined the term

‘‘Genon’’ (contraction of ‘‘Gene’’ and ‘‘operon’’) for the cis-

acting program associated to a specific gene at mRNA level,

as contained in the original nucleic acid sequence of DNA

and pre-mRNA (Scherrer and Jost 2007). The ensemble of

trans-acting factors bearing on a given genon as contained

in an mRNA will be called its ‘‘transgenon’’ (Fig. 4).

Actually, the terminology needs to proliferate a little at

this point. To express that a polycistronic pre-mRNA and/

or a full domain transcript (FDT) can control in cis one or

several coding sequences, we propose the term ‘‘pre-ge-

non’’ for the program contained in those structures. Prior to

transcription, at the DNA level, the ‘‘proto-genon’’ includes

in addition the signals for transcription activation (Fig. 5).

A ‘‘poly pre-genon’’ then controls more than one gene in

case of a polycistronic pre-mRNA (several ‘‘fragmented’’

coding sequences in a row) or contains the fragments of

several genes to be created by differential splicing. A

‘‘mono pre-genon’’ occurs when a single gene is contained

in a genomic domain, or at later steps of processing of a

polycistronic or polygenic pre-mRNA. This mono pre-ge-

non accompanies the pre-mRNA of an individual gene.

When an mRNA is produced by alternative splicing, the

remaining elements of its pre-genon form its genon. The

distinct genon in the mRNA eventually formed includes all

cis-acting signals, whether superimposed onto the coding

sequence or contained in the 50- and 30-side UTRs. We also

propose the term ‘‘holo-genon’’ for the sum of all (proto-)

genons at the level of the entire genome.

In view of the distinction between cis and trans acting

elements, the concept of the genon is meant to capture the

cis-program. From this perspective, the effects of the trans-

acting factors are indirect and relegated to the transgenon.

Of course, we may change the perspective and consider

each trans-acting factor of protein nature also as the result

of a gene and its own genon.

It is a consequence of our concept that there are at least as

many genes and genons as distinct open reading frames

(ORFs) encoded in the genome. This means that in the

human genome there would exist about 500,000 genes, each

controlled by its own genon and producing a specific

polypeptide (Scherrer and Jost 2007); this number may be

carried to one million gene products if RNA genes and

regulatory RNAs, including RNAi, are taken into consid-

eration. According to current estimates, these genes and

genons would arise from about 30,000 genomic domains

(Pennisi 2003; Venter et al. 2001) and produce at least as

many FDTs and/or pre-mRNAs (Scherrer and Jost 2007),

and pre-genons of poly- or mono-genon type. Such a DNA

domain might encode only a single gene, but more typically

several genes, in the form of juxtaposed polycistrons or via

Fig. 3 From Gene to Phen in space and time. Once the unit physical

complex of the bacterial translation machinery got disrupted, during

the evolution genome-DNA was removed from the polyribosomes

and stored away in the nucleus, a time delay results because, prior to

gene expression, the transcripts have to be first transported in space.

Thus, two inter-dependant vectors in space and time result which,

ensemble, govern gene expression. Furthermore, transport of tran-

scripts may be interrupted and considerable time delay may result (up

to 30 years, e.g., in case of the human maternal histone mRNA laid

down in the unfertilised egg); the corresponding mRNA forms

repressed mRNP complexes to be activated upon specific signals, and

constitute peripheral memories of genetic information. But transcripts

may be stored during earlier stages of their processing from primary

pre-mRNA to mRNA; these unspliced or partially spliced pre-

mRNAs may still contain individual exons rather than finally

constituted coding sequences or genes. The gene, which has to be

reconstituted each time an mRNA is formed, springs up, thus, during

RNA processing. It is subject to terminal controls which may bear on

its nature (final splicing), cellular site and time of expression. Nature,

timing and site of gene expression are hence largely subject to post-
transcriptional regulation (Scherrer 1980)
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differential splicing, as the products of one or several

transcriptional units present within a domain. Thus, from

our point of view, the about 30,000 genomic domains would

encode at least 500,000 genes, each responsible for a spe-

cific polypeptide or other functional product.

The genon and its precursors act at transcriptional and

post-transcriptional levels and expire with mRNA transla-

tion and its eventual degradation once they have fulfilled

their function. Therefore, the translation step is the natural

cut-off point for our analysis. A complete picture should

include all aspects of the control of gene products, of their

types as well as of their numbers, that is, RNA and protein

degradation as well as biogenesis and the interplay and

coordination of biosynthesis and degradation. However, we

shall not treat here the post-translational programs gov-

erning gene expression, nor the catabolic side of protein

homeostasis.

Gene expression and regulation

To prepare the subsequent discussion of the genon con-

cept, we now shall discuss the types of information

involved in gene expression and the various types of

gene products. According to our conceptual strategy,

gene expression is governed by the coding sequence and

the genon. The genon concept implies on one side the

program in cis carried by the mRNA during the process,

and on the other the program in trans, constituted by the

transgenon representing the factors controlling and

regulating the process between transcription and

translation.

The products of gene expression can be of protein or

RNA nature; these products may carry out some structural

or enzymatic function, or may control gene expression in a

mechanistic or regulative manner. This suggests a two-fold

distinction, between protein and RNA genes (P- vs. R-

genes for short), and between structural and controlling

genes (s-genes vs. c-genes). As these distinctions are

independent, we thus have sP- and sR-genes as well as

cP- and cR-genes.

It has to be kept in mind, however, that some types of

gene products may act simultaneously in several of these

categories, for instance as sP and cR genes (e.g., the SRA

protein gene involved, as an RNA, in differential splicing,

Hube et al. 2006).

Fig. 4 Genon and Transgenon (box 1) The equivalent of the

polypeptide-gene at RNA level is the coding sequence which is

inserted in the mRNA and framed by the 50- and 30-side UTRs. In the

latter and superimposed onto the coding sequence is an ensemble of

signals constituting the Genon. The genon represents a program in cis
of sequence oligomotifs, eventual binding sites (oligomotifs may form

hairpins as shown, or may not) for regulatory proteins (or si/miRNAs

- not shown). (Box 2) When present, protein factors interact with the

oligomotifs (empty coloured circles) in cis forming RNPs (insert B);

the ensemble of the factors (filled circles) picked up by an mRNA

constitutes its specific transgenon. (Box 3) The Holo-Transgenon of a

given cell is constituted by all these factors, which eventually will

recognise an oligomotif in the cis-genon. (Grey box) A subset of factors

(filled circles) interacting with a specific mRNA constitute the latter’s

transgenon. (Insert A) dark field EM picture of globin mRNA showing

its compact non-random nature due to secondary structure. (Insert B)

dark field EM picture of a globin mRNP constituted by globin mRNA

and 3 times its mass of specific associated proteins (Civelli et al. 1980).

Notice, that proteins are attached all along the mRNA chain interacting

within the coding sequence. The latter contains, hence, two types of

information relating to (1) the genetic code and (2) sequence

oligomotifs recognising specific RNA-binding proteins (or interfering

RNAs) acting as vehicles of post-transcriptional controls. (For

experimental details see Dubochet et al. 1973)
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Protein genes

By definition, ‘‘protein-gene’’ implies that the corre-

sponding gene function is carried out by a protein,

constituted by one or several polypeptides.

The protein-gene is the equivalent of the triplet-based

coding sequence in the mRNA

As outlined above, the coding sequence is the mRNA

equivalent of the gene, being defined by genetic analysis

carried out at the level of the phenotype. The outcome of

this analysis constitutes the genotype as the ensemble of

defined inherited functions. Such physiological functions

are based on the expression of an ensemble of unit

functions. The unit function, subject to mutation, is carried

by the polypeptide in its nascent2 form (see Fig. 1). The

actual function is exerted in general by a quaternary protein

complex, which may integrate several identical and/or

different proteins, possibly modified chemically, as well as

by low Mr co-factors of organic or inorganic chemical

nature.

The unit of a coding sequence is the triplet of nucleo-

tides which, according to the genetic code, directs during

translation of an mRNA the choice of a given anticodon

carried by a given tRNA. Due to the degeneracy of the

code, incorporation of an identical amino acid (aa) may be

directed by different triplets. Within our argument, an

Fig. 5 From DNA to pre-
mRNA and mRNA expression:
Proto-, Pre- and Genon The

genomic domain (line A) with

exons (light green) and

fragments of coding sequences

(dark green), as well as inter-

genic (not shown) and intra-

genic non coding DNA,

contains instructions for

remodelling and activation of

chromatin; this constitutes the

proto-genon (A’). From these a

pre-mRNA (B) or a full domain

transcript (FDT) with its pre-
genon (B’) may spring off. The

latter may contain gene

fragments subject to differential

splicing; shown is the case of a

pre-mRNA containing the two

ORFs 1 and 2. Below are shown

the two mRNAs created with

their respective genons and,

thereafter, the two gene

equivalents, the coding

sequence in mRNAs (1) and (2)

with their products, peptide 1

and 2 securing two functions.

Insert To the genon signals

(oligomotifs) carrying distinct

instructions for specific steps of

processing and gene expression

(left) correspond factors from

the transgenon (right), in active

or inactive states, which may—

or not (when inactive or

absent)—implement the

corresponding control

2 ‘‘Nascent’’: we use this term in its strict logical meaning of ‘‘at

birth’’, or the final product when released from the site of formation.
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essential feature based on this fact is that, according to the

triplet chosen for a given amino acid, a different nucleotide

sequence is formed at the level of the mRNA. In conse-

quence, a different secondary structure of the nucleic acid

arises which may be ‘‘recognised’’, for instance by proteins

or interfering RNAs interacting with the RNA.

On the other hand, given amino acids and hence trip-

lets are not equivalent within the polypeptide chain.

Indeed, the same type of amino acid may assume different

‘‘functions’’ at the level of the secondary protein struc-

ture, in terms of hydrogen-bonding or ionic interaction,

once the polypeptide chain is folded in the 3D space. This

type of function may hence be projected back onto the

corresponding genomic sequence. To single out a given

triplet, its position within a coding sequence and/or exon

should be labelled. One may hence conceive a notation

for the position of a given triplet within a coding

sequence. A possible and efficient description, compatible

with alignment schemes in bioinformatics, is the follow-

ing: chromosome / genomic domain / maximal open

reading frame / exon / triplet position within exon. (One

should note, however, that there is as yet no generally

agreed and universally employed convention in bioinfor-

matics for describing the position of a triplet in the

genome of a species.)

Accordingly, a given triplet (formally or as a physico-

chemical entity) can be followed from the genomic DNA to

a collection of amino acids within polypeptides. This is an

essential feature when handling the triplet and its infor-

mation content by a mathematical approach.

Structural protein genes (sP-genes)

By definition, structural protein genes contribute to cel-

lular structure and function either directly or via

enzymatic activities. They may constitute the building

blocks of the nuclear and plasmatic membranes, the

endoplasmic reticulum, the nuclear matrix and the cyto-

skeleton. As enzymes they govern the intermediary

metabolism as well as protein, RNA or lipid biosynthesis

and degradation. There are the proteins acting as the

mechanistic and enzymatic carriers of the system of

protein biosynthesis, which do not discriminate among

specific types of DNA, pre-mRNA or mRNA. Among the

latter are, for example, the RNA polymerases, the non

gene-specific splicing factors, the non-specific transport

factors as ‘‘exportin’’ or NLS (nuclear localisation signal)

(Rodriguez et al. 2004) binding to RNA sequences, the

translation initiation and elongation factors, the poly(A)-

(Grossi de Sa et al. 1988) and CAP-binding proteins

(Furuichi and Shatkin 2000) (see review in Shatkin and

Manley 2000).

Regulatory protein genes (cP-genes)

Regulatory protein genes control gene expression from

chromatin activation to transcription and translation; they

may function as repressors and activators of transcription,

or act at post-transcriptional levels by interaction with pre-

mRNA and mRNA. Four sets of such regulatory proteins

can be distinguished: (1) the non-histone type chromatin

proteins, as the transcription factors (TFs; see Latchman

1990; Martin 1991) as well as the histone- and DNA-

modulating factors which control local remodelling of

chromatin, allowing or not accessibility of the transcription

machinery to DNA (Felsenfeld 1992; Felsenfeld and

Groudine 2003) (for a review see, Gasser 2002; Kouzarides

2007); (2) the nuclear pre-mRNA binding proteins which

interact, in specific sets, with given types of pre-mRNA, in

statu nascendi (Daneholt 2001; Dreyfuss 1986; Dreyfuss

et al. 2002; Maundrell and Scherrer 1979) as well as at the

level of the nuclear matrix (De Conto et al. 2000; Maundrell

et al. 1981; Razin et al. 2004). There are several hundreds of

relatively acid proteins bound by hydrophobic bonds, and

relatively fewer (some dozens) basic ones binding possibly

by ionic interaction (the ‘‘histone-type’’ of pre-mRNP

proteins) (Maundrell and Scherrer 1979); (3) the cytoplas-

mic proteins binding in variable sets the non-translated

mRNAs (Civelli et al. 1980; Spohr et al. 1970; Vincent et al.

1977, 1981); these proteins bind in general by hydrophobic

interaction, they act positively in guiding the cytodistribu-

tion of mRNA (Arcangeletti et al. 2000; De Conto et al.

1999; Maundrell et al. 1979), and negatively as cytoplasmic

repressors (Civelli et al. 1980; Maundrell et al. 1979; Vin-

cent et al. 1983); (4) the prosome particles (Martins de Sa

et al. 1986; Schmid et al. 1984; De Conto et al. 2000, 1999;

Ioudinkova et al. 2005) (review in Scherrer and Bey 1994),

a population of protein complexes built of 2 · 14 subunits

in variable composition, which bind on one side to chro-

matin, pre-mRNA and cytoplasmic repressed mRNA, and

on the other to the nuclear matrix and the cytoskeleton (cf.

Figs. 6, 7). (Most interestingly, these same 20S particles act

as the core of the 26S proteasomes, the main catabolic

system able, in conjunction with the ubiquitin system, to

degrade selectively specific proteins, Coux et al. 1996).

The proteins binding nucleic acids at DNA and RNA

levels, the non-histone chromatin proteins, the pre-mRNP

and cytoplasmic mRNP proteins, all three constitute distinct

populations of proteins including several hundreds and,

possibly, up to thousand members in animal cells. Since

they seem to act on specific genomic domains, and on RNPs

including specific types of mRNA, it follows that they must

act in a pleiotropic manner, constituting sets of proteins

singling out, in combinations, specific (pre-)genons.

Among these cP-gene products two types should be

distinguished: (1) those which act on specific individual
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genons regulating, hence, the expression of specific genes,

and (2) those which control the expression of whole sets of

genes or gene families. Among the latter are, for instance,

some types of transcription and translation factors.

RNA genes

By definition, ‘‘RNA-gene’’ implies that the corresponding

gene function is directly carried out by an RNA, in asso-

ciation or not with proteins.

Structural RNA genes

The most important member of this class of RNA is the

ribosomal RNA (rRNA), which serves as the scaffold of

ribosomal subunits by organising the sequential alignment

of ribosomal proteins (Scheer and Hock 1999; Tschochner

and Hurt 2003). The rRNA has, in addition, ribozyme

functions (Steitz and Moore 2003). The metabolic pre-

cursor of the rRNAs found in the small (16S and 18S

rRNA, respectively, in prokaryotes and eukaryotes) and

large (23S and 28S rRNA) ribosomal subunits is the

nascent pre-rRNA (45S in eukaryotes, Scherrer et al.

1963; Spohr et al. 1976). It is of the same nature aligning,

in addition to the proteins ending up in the final ribosome,

proteins which, in eukaryotic cells, never leave the

nucleolus (Scheer and Benavente 1990; Tschochner and

Hurt 2003). They have a structural role in ribosome

biosynthesis and the nucleolar dynamic architecture; pre-

ribosomes form the fibrillar centre of the nucleolus,

whereas the final ribosomal subunits constitute its gran-

ular zone (F in Fig. 6D).

Fig. 6 Transcript size and genomic domains A The size of giant

transcripts (up to 50–100,000 nt) corresponds—by order of magni-

tude—to the genomic domains observable in specific types of

chromosomes B, C, or the ‘‘Christmas trees’’ of primary transcripts

observable in the EM after spreading of nucleoli (D1, 2) or non-

ribosomal chromatin (D3). (For exp. details see, Scherrer and Darnell

1962 and Scherrer et al. 1963, reporting the original observation of

‘‘giant’’ RNA and RNA processing; cf. also Fig. 9 in Scherrer and

Marcaud 1968 and Fig. 6 in Spohr et al. 1976). B Lampbrush
chromosomes of Pleurodeles waltl stained for IIF with anti-prosome

monoclonal antibodies (for exp. details see Pal et al. 1988).

Lampbrush chromosomes are characteristic of the transcription of

the entire genome during the diplotene stage of oogenesis in amphibia
and birds. Projecting from the chromosome axis are the chromatin

loops corresponding to genomic domains, which carry the ‘‘Christmas

trees’’ of DNA in maximal transcription (comparable to those shown

in panel D3). Prosomes (insert) are protein particles (built of 2 · 14

subunits in 4 superposed rings of 7) found associated to chromatin and

(pre-)mRNP complexes; they constitute also the core of the 26S

proteasomes (Scherrer and Bey 1994). Notice their association to the

loops (maximal at their basis), and also their shedding from the

chromosomes into the nucleoplasm. C Polytene chromosomes of

Rynchsciara americana in specific stages of larval development and

differentiation (cf. Glover et al. 1982; Lara 1987). Polytene chromo-

somes represent interphase chromosomes generated by DNA

replication without cell division; about 10,000 DNA strands stay

associated and form the bands visible in the light microscope due to

chromatin hyper-condensation. These physical bands correspond to

the meiotic genes in cytogenetics of, e.g. Drosophila, to units of

transcription and, in sciaridae, of DNA replication. Notice the

development of transcriptional ‘‘puffs’’ at specific stages of differen-

tiation. D Transcription and formation of nucleoli (relation of

transcription and nuclear architecture). 1 Organised nucleolus with

its fibriller centre F where transcription takes place and the granular

zone G constituted by already processed ribosomal subunits. 2
Hamkelo-Miller spreads of dissociated nucleoli allow to see consec-

utive ribosomal DNA domains in transcription: the ribosomal

transcripts form RNPs, which, eventually, are organised, into the

nucleolar dynamic architecture. 3 Transcripts of non-ribososomal
genomic domains of various sizes
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Regulatory RNA genes

Among the RNAs intervening in control of gene expression

we have to distinguish those which handle many types of

(pre-)mRNA without individual selection, in contrast to

those which selectively recognise and control, in a

sequence-specific manner, individual types of (pre)mRNA.

The latter allow strict recognition and control of individual

gene expression, whereas the former RNA may discrimi-

nate among classes of, but not of individual mRNAs.

Non-discriminating RNA regulators The most straight-

forward example of such RNA is the tRNA class which

select individual triplets in the coding sequence. Avail-

ability of specific types of tRNA corresponding to types of

(degenerate) triplets, or the many chemically modified

tRNA types may influence and coordinate the expression of

classes of mRNA.

Similar limited regulatory function is exerted by the U-

type RNAs involved in splicing (Valadkhan 2005; Will and

Luhrmann 2005). The snoRNAs (small nucleolar RNA)

Fig. 7 Transcription, (pre-)mRNA transport and prosome-specific
(PS) nuclear matrix and cytoskeleton. A In situ hybridisation with a
globin riboprobe on transformed avian erythroblasts (AEV cells)

showing 3 cells; the lower two are partially (left) and fully (right)
induced for hemoglobin production (For exp. details see, Iarovaia

et al. 2001). Notice accumulation of globin RNA around the

nucleolus (NO) in the un-induced cell, and the presence of 2 nuclear

processing centres (PC) and of mRNA in the cytoplasm after

induction. B A partially induced AEV cell in situ hybridized with a

globin riboprobe (red) as in A, counterstained by IIF with a 23 K-

subunit-specific anti-PS monoclonal Ab (23 K p-mAb) serving as a

marker for nuclear and cytoplasmic (pre-)mRNPs (green); white

dots indicate a 1:1 ratio of the two markers and, hence, co-

localisation of globin RNA with the 23 K-type PS (For exp. details

see, De Conto et al. 1999). Notice the abundance of globin mRNA-

23 K PS complexes at the periphery of the PCs extending to the

nuclear membrane, as well as their presence at specific sites in the

cytoplasm where repressed globin mRNPs accumulate, whereas the

23 K PS distribute throughout the cytoplasm, similar to globin

mRNA in A. C, D Nuclear matrix preparations of mouse myoblasts
stained with the 23 K-specific p-mAb, prior and after RNase

treatment (For exp. details see De Conto et al. 2000). Notice the

presence of about 50% of the 23 K PS-mRNP complexes on the

nuclear matrix and the appearance, after RNase, of PS-specific

networks within the matrix engulfing the nucleoli (black craters). E,

F Two types of Prosome-specific cytoskelettal networks co localising

both with cytokeratins (For exp. details see, Olink-Coux et al.

1992). Epithelial cell stained with a p25K-specific E and a p33K-

specific p-mAb F. Notice that different networks are occupied by

the two types of PS (although both corresponding to the cytokeratin

type of IF), as well as the peri-nuclear staining and filamentous links

in between cells; in F the PS are on a network starting at the Golgi

centre and ending at the plasma membrane on desmosome-like

patches
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guide modifications (including ribose o-methylation) of

(pre-)rRNA and, possibly, even mRNA; they are tissue-

specific in higher eukaryotes (Dennis and Omer 2005) but

are present already in Archaea. A particular feature of

snoRNAs in higher eukaryotes is that they are often

encoded in introns of pre-mRNA (Filipowicz and Pogacic

2002).

Discriminating RNA regulators: siRNA and miRNA The

advent of RNA interference (RNAi) marked the unex-

pected discovery of sequence-specific mRNA silencing by

natural antisense transcripts (Sontheimer 2005; Tang

2005). This type of post-transcriptional regulation may

occur also at pre-mRNA level in the nucleus (Matzke and

Birchler 2005).

The basic mechanism of RNAi is the synthesis, by an

RNA-dependant RNA polymerase and an RNA replicase,

of double stranded RNA copies of target RNAs, in

particular of mRNA. From such RNA double-strands,

several hundred bp long, short 21–25nt long fragments are

cut out within the RISC RNA–protein complex. Two

classes of interfering RNA are reported, the small

interfering RNA (siRNA) and the micro RNA (miRNA)

which form distinct siRISC and miRISC complexes (for a

recent review see, Sontheimer and Carthew 2005). SiRNAs

induce destruction of the target mRNA after sequence-

specific hybridisation whereas miRNAs silence temporally

the target mRNA.

Genomic information not directly related

to gene expression

The object of this chapter is to point out that large parts of

the genome relate to other mechanisms than gene expres-

sion per se. Some relate to replication, genetic transmission

and meiotic recombination, and others to the static and

dynamic organisation of chromatin; the latter may bear,

eventually, on gene expression. Indeed, one of the most

striking conceptual developments in recent years was the

gradual introduction of the notion of space in genome

organisation and gene expression, in addition to the clas-

sical concepts of regulation in time and according to

physiological change.

The nucleic acids carrying the genome and the gene

expression machinery must assume at least two basic

functions: (1) contain the information relating to the genes

and, (2) serve as the physical support for this information.

Function (1) is all evident within the definition of gene and

genon developed above, whereas the implications of

function (2) are less clear.

First, the support of genetic information has to obey

the necessities of various quite distinct functions as (1)

long-term storage of genetic information, (2) its trans-

mission from generation to generation, and (3) the intra-

cellular mechanisms of gene expression including selec-

tive transport of the transcripts to the sites of translation

(see Fig. 7), and post-transcriptional regulation in adap-

tation to physiological conditions. The chemically quite

inert DNA seems well suited for safeguard and trans-

mission of information, whereas the more reactive and

flexible RNAs are, seen their chemical and physical

properties, better suited to adapt to the necessities of gene

expression.

It is often forgotten that both, DNA and RNA, act

a priori as the mechanical support of genetic information

and have to adapt to stringent rules deriving from their own

physico-chemical properties. Concerning information

storage and regulation at DNA level, an important factor

coming into play is, for instance, the quite high physical

rigidity of the DNA double strand which does not allow

free and random movements, in particular in the conditions

of high viscosity in the cellular nuclei. There are limits to

folding up of hetero- and euchromatin and, e.g., to rapid

‘‘flip-flop’’ movements of DNA loops assumed to operate

according to some popular models (de Laat and Grosveld

2003). Furthermore, relating to what may be called

‘‘chromosome mechanics’’, coming into play in mitotic

replication and meiotic recombination, as well as sister-

chromatid exchange, these rules sometimes may supersede

the information content relating to the genes per se.

As suggested above, the genomic DNA may have an

architectural function organising both, overall nuclear as

well as local chromatin organisation. Cavalier-Smith

(1978) already pointed out that there is a correlation

between DNA organisation and chromosome architecture

influencing both, nuclear size and linear chromosome

organisation; speaking of ‘‘nucleoskelettal DNA’’

(S-DNA), as opposed to ‘‘genic DNA’’ (G-DNA), implic-

itly he proposed a relation of DNA and nuclear matrix.

Recently, Képès proposed in his solenoid model that there

is a correlation between transcription factor and promotor

attachment sites and the higher order chromatin organisa-

tion; moreover, this organisation is suggested to be

transcription-pattern dependent (Kepes and Vaillant 2003;

Képès 2003). This points to interdependence of 3D genome

and transcription organisation, i.e., the static and dynamic

nuclear architecture, as discussed below within the Unified

Matrix Hypothesis (cf. Scherrer 1989 and ‘‘The 3D DNA

organisation according to the unified matrix hypothesis’’).

Actually, it can be assumed that many so-called tran-

scription (initiation ?) factors are proteins of the nuclear

matrix, and that promoters (Auboeuf et al. 2007, 2005) may

carry out some of their functions at the level of the RNA-

dependant nuclear matrix (Ioudinkova et al. 2005; Razin

et al. 2004).
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Surprisingly neglected by actual Molecular Biology is

the fact that DNA and RNA have to operate in a 3D space;

and passive ‘‘crystallisation’’ or interaction of macromol-

ecules cannot possibly explain all of genomic and cellular

3D organisation. (DNA ‘‘knows’’ that there is iron and light

in the world, but seems to have ‘‘forgotten’’ that its envi-

ronment is a 3D space !). When genes are being expressed,

their reconstitution from RNA fragments in course of

splicing, as well as the physical transport of mRNA from

sites of transcription to those of expression, have to be

Fig. 8 The physical supports of gene expression and storage. Not

only proteins, but also DNA and RNA are organised in space. In

proteins, ‘‘spacer’’ peptides place active sites in precise positions and

intra- and intermolecular interactions create the 3D structure neces-

sary for function as enzymes or structural building blocks. DNA and

RNA interact with proteins not only for control of gene expression at

genon level but secure the also the nuclear constitutive and dynamic

architecture: DNPs and pre-RNPs constitute the skeleton of the

nuclear matrix. The relatively stable 3D DNA network is modified

during differentiation and physiological change. The RNA in

processing, as the secondary backbone of the nuclear matrix,

permanently controls the dynamic nuclear architecture securing

transport of the integrated information of gene and genon. This

primary transport system is prolonged into the cytoplasm by the 3

cytoskelettal systems of actin, intermediate filaments and tubulin.

Thus, gene fragments are in defined 3D positions where transcripts

are generated, migrate to nuclear processing centres and export

systems to end up in defined cellular sectors or structures where genes

are delivered to the places of their function. All these mechanisms are

highly controlled in the 3D space; breakdown of the underlying

systems leads to malfunction and pathology as particularly visible in

cancer cells which, quite generally, show modifications, and even

breakdown of matrix and cytosquelettal organisation
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organised in the 3D space and necessitates a precise

dynamic architecture in space and time. Within these

mechanisms, relating to semi-static and dynamic nuclear

architecture, the positions of exons and the sites of RNA-

protein interactions within the transcripts obey certain

rules, which must be compatible with the selectivity of

RNA processing and its implementation in the 3D space.

Furthermore, since it became obvious that the genome is

distributed in specific, experimentally identifiable sectors

of the nuclear space, assigning specific positions to chro-

mosomes and genomic domains, the organisation of the

DNA itself in 3D must be taken into consideration. Fig-

ure 8 outlines the conceptual consistency of organisation in

space, common to DNA, RNA and proteins; the basis is the

‘‘architectural’’ necessity to place sites of action and

interaction in precise 3D positions relative to each other.

The mutual interdependence of the exonic fragments of

genetic information and the biophysical properties of its

physical support lead, inevitably, to the notion of additional

genomic information necessary to rule these processes.

That the nuclear DNA might carry information other

than that related to the genetic code could be inferred for a

long time on the basis of data pointing to its possible role in

cellular structure. The C-value paradox (Cavalier-Smith

1978; Commoner 1964) showed a correlation of cellular

and nuclear size (the prime architectural feature!) with

DNA content. Later, comparing amphibian erythrocytes in

species with a DNA content varying up to 100 times, it was

found that these differences bear on repetitive DNA;

interestingly, in these species the complexity of the tran-

scribed genome remains comparable (Rosbash et al. 1974).

Furthermore, most of such repetitive DNA was found to be

AT-rich, with little or no coding sequences.

That DNA may have a structural role independent of its

gene content is also demonstrated by the phenomenon of

the ‘‘petit’’ mutants in yeast (Bernardi 2005). Petit mutants

have non-functional vestiges of mitochondria, which con-

tain, however, normal-sized mitochondrial DNA. It was

found that in such mutants the mitochondrial genes were

progressively lost and, surprisingly, replaced by stretches

of almost pure A + T (Bernardi 2005). There seems to

exist, thus, a mechanism subject to selective pressure,

which maintains the length of mitochondrial DNA constant

independent of the gene content. A similar case may exist

in the kinetoplast of trypanosomes, where the DNA of the

organelle is largely composed of gene-less A + T-rich

stretches (Shapiro and Englund 1995).

In chromosomes also, there are DNA segments which

relate to structure rather than gene content. The genome is

subdivided into genomic domains. The definition of

genomic domains may be based either on the organisation

of DNA, chromatin and/or chromosomes; or on functional

considerations, such as units of replication or transcription.

As pointed out in the ‘‘Cascade Regulation Hypothesis’’

(CRH; Fig. 10), conceived in 1960s (Scherrer and Marcaud

1968) and laid out in final form in 1980 (Scherrer 1980),

the most straightforward illustration of genomic domains

are the bands in the polytene chromosomes observed in

some insects as diptera (Fig. 6C). Their salivary glands

contain bona fide interphase cells, which actively express

many genes and predominantly those at the basis of silk

secretion. By order of magnitude, in Drosophila there are

as many cytogenetically observable polytene chromosome

bands as units of meiotic recombination (Judd et al. 1972;

NCBI Map Viewer 2006); there is hence coincidence of

physical and genetic units of function. From these bands

spring up, upon developmental or experimental activation,

the so-called ‘‘RNA puffs’’ (Fig. 6C), signs of transcrip-

tional activity visible in the optical microscope (Grossbach

1974). A band may produce a single or several pre-mRNAs

but corresponds, obviously, to a unit of transcriptional

regulation. In some types of insects, the family of ‘‘Sciar-

idae’’, the phenomenon of ‘‘DNA-puffs’’ occurs, where

DNA has to be replicated locally, as a prerequisite for

transcriptional activation (Glover et al. 1982). In this case,

the unit of transcriptional control corresponds, to units of

replication as well (Fig. 6C and Lara 1987).

There is, thus, good reason to consider the interbands of

polytene chromosomes as borders of genomic domains. All

the more since some molecular biological and biophysical

facts point to the same interpretation. Interband DNA has

some qualities of insulators, as defined by molecular

genetics (Gaszner and Felsenfeld 2006) and are, e.g. in the

case of the Drosophila gene Gipsy, visible in the cell nuclei

after cytochemical staining (Gasser 2002; Gaszner and

Felsenfeld 2006). Finally, and most interestingly, the in-

terbands correspond to sites of Z-DNA formation

(Nordheim et al. 1986).

The higher order organisation of DNA into genomic

domains is embedded into the super-organisation of chro-

matin and chromosomes, which divide the genome into

individual segments. Phenotypically very similar animals

of closely related species may have vastly different num-

bers of chromosomes. Indeed, the fusion of the 46

telomeric chromosomes of Mus Musculus into the 23

metacentric chromosomes of Mus Posciavino (Capanna

et al. 1976) will still produce a mouse, albeit of a different

size. And the 6 chromosomes of Muntjacus Muntjak or the

46 of Muntjak Reevesi will be able to condition an almost

identical phenotype (cf. Lima de Faria 1980); they main-

tain, however, a similar pattern of R- and G-bands (cf.

review in Sumner 1982). At this level of organisation, other

types of genomic information is encoded which bears only

indirectly on gene expression. We shall discuss here the 3D

organisation of DNA and some phenomena, which might

be singled out as ‘‘chromosome mechanics’’.
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The 3D DNA organisation according

to the Unified Matrix Hypothesis

The Unified Matrix Hypothesis (UMH) was an early

attempt to give a logical interpretation to the, apparently,

surplus DNA, lightly qualified as ‘‘junk’’ (Ohno 1972) (cf.

discussion in Scherrer 1989). Starting from the C-value

paradox showing linear correlation between DNA content

and relative size of cells (Cavalier-Smith 1978), the prop-

osition was made that a major part of the 95% of DNA not

coding for proteins might have, essentially, an architectural

function.

A straightforward illustration of this proposition was the

phenomenon of ectopic pairing (Barr and Ellison 1976;

Cohen 1976; Kaufman et al. 1948; Ananiev et al. 1981) of

polytene chromosomes observed in the salivary glands of

Drosophila and other systems of ‘‘giant’’ chromosomes

(the latter are the result of DNA replication without dis-

junction of the daughter DNA strands which remain

physically aligned up to 10,000 times). Ectopic pairing

consists in physical connections by cables of, apparently,

nucleo-protein nature, linking distant sites within and in

between chromosomes (Fig. 9A). These connections run

typically from interband to interband and in between

telomeres. They have been mapped in details (Fig. 9B)

providing genetically significant patterns (Kaufman et al.

1948). Of particular importance to the emerging matrix

concept was the fact that several such ectopic cables sus-

pend the nucleolus in a particular position relative to the

chromosomes (see, Ananiev et al. 1981 and Fig. 9A). They

must, hence, include the DNA of the nucleolar organiser

sequences. The nucleolus was known for some time

Fig. 9 The Unified Matrix Hypothesis (Scherrer 1989) postulates the

existence of a 3D network of Chromatin primed by intrinsic

properties of the genomic DNA. This constitutes a third type of

genetic information based essentially on the distance of sites where

two DNA strands interact, at distant sites on the same and/or on

different chromosomes; mere DNA length becomes a genetic

information. A, B The network of Ectopic Pairing shows the

existence of such a 3D chromatin system, as observed for the 4

polytene chromosomes in Drosophila salivary gland cells A which are

genuine interphase cells (micrograph courtesy V. E. Barsky; cf.

Ananiev et al. 1981). Notice intra- and inter-chromosomal as well as

telomeric links. The cables suspend the nucleolus in a fixed position;

since it contains the highly amplified genomic domains for ribosomal

RNA, notice that the DNA must pass through some of these cables. B
The position of these cables linking interbands is genetically fixed

(Kaufman et al. 1948). C, D The formation of the matrix network The

DNA in normal interphase cells being flexible, it may directly interact

at specific sites (A1–An in C) within and in between the chromo-

somes, eventually forming a 3D network D of euchromatic chromatin

and, secondarily, the matrix protein network (dashed lines) binding to

the matrix attachment regions (MARs; small dots). Condensed

heterochromatin (fat dots) can not participate to this system; the

DNA network is modified mainly during differentiation by conversion

of hetero- and euchromatin and by epigenetic modifications. E, F
Correlations of UMH and the Chromosome Field theory (Lima de

Faria 1979). Aligning (by increasing length) chromosome arms

(centromers vertical to the left, telomeres right on a borderline at 45�
angle) carrying the ribosomal DNA of same and neighbouring

species, it appears that the rDNA is always at an identical

chromosome position relative to centromer and telomere E. The

nucleolus being in a fixed position in the ectopic network (see A), this

fact might be explained according to the UMH F: a specific position

in space would imply a specific position along the DNA and, as the

result, in the derived 3D network
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already to occupy specific positions in the nucleus of non-

transformed cells differentiating normally (Fig. 9A). The

idea arose, thus, that ectopic pairing might reveal a basic

mechanism implemented in any normal interphase cell,

having normal chromosomes based on double-stranded,

non-amplified DNA.

On this basis, the proposition was made within the UMH

(Fig. 9C, D) that, quite in general, the nuclear DNA was

organised in a 3D network, where proximal and distal

chromosome sites were connected by bi-functional matrix

attachment regions (MARs) keeping chromosome domains

and sites of transcription in specific spatial positions

(Fig. 9C, D). At those positions, transcripts are formed,

processed and exported to the nuclear periphery. A

straightforward example of this process is the nucleolus

where pre-rRNA is processed (see review in Tschochner

and Hurt 2003) and from where subribosomal rRNA is

exported, as a component of the ribosomal subunits (see

also Fig. 6D).

The main conceptual implication was that shear DNA

length amounts to genetic information, independent of its

sequence. This proposition of the UMH allowed to logi-

cally interpret several features hitherto difficult to

understand, as e.g. the phenomenon of the ‘‘Chromosome

Field’’ (Lima de Faria 1979, 1983, 1980) showing the

topological maintenance in evolution of groups of genes

within the chromosome organisation, as shown in Fig. 9E,

F, and allowed propositions to explain, for instance, the

specificity of sites of chromosome crossing-over in some

types of leukemic cells.

This is not the place to further develop this theory;

suffice to say that in recent years more and more relevant

data could be placed within the originally loose frame of

the UMH. The recent reports about ‘‘kissing chromo-

somes’’, showing that distant chromosomal sites must be

linked physically, to allow the expression of specific genes

within ‘‘3D gene regulation’’, is a most eloquent illustration

of this basic concept (Kioussis 2005; Spilianakis et al.

2005). In the meantime more and more data accumulated

which point to a quite strict organisation of the genome and

gene expression in the nuclear space (Bolzer et al. 2005;

Cremer and Cremer 2001; Cremer et al. 2000; Stadler et al.

2004). Genes seem to reside in specific places and mRNA

is brought to cytoplasmic sites of, sometimes functional

significance as, e.g., when muscle-specific mRNAs (resp.

RNPs) are transported to the intra-cellular sarcomeric

plates of myotubes in order to be translated locally, there

where the proteins shall be assembled (Foucrier et al. 1999,

2001; Fulton and Alftine 1997).

Here we need just to point out that there exist basic

functions of DNA that are only indirectly related to gene

expression. The UMH indicates disjunction of the actual

genome size, which varies vastly within the C-value

correlation, in particular in its repetitive elements, from

gene expression. As pointed out above, in the same group

of species with vastly varying DNA content, the sequence

complexity of the expressed genome may remain almost

constant (Rosbash et al. 1974). However, the static and

dynamic DNA architecture seem to play vital functions,

which are maintained in evolution, independent of DNA

and gene content.

Although the overall architectural function of DNA

seems dissociated from the specific mechanisms of protein

biosynthesis, an architectural function in gene expression

of the transcripts as well became more and more evident.

The observations of an RNA-dependant nuclear matrix (De

Conto et al. 2000; Maundrell et al. 1981; Nickerson 2001;

Penman et al. 1982) carried by the primary transcripts and

their processing products (Ioudinkova et al. 2005) shows,

that the genon-related program encoded in pre-mRNA and

mRNA must also satisfy an architectural function, as

originally suggested by the UMH (Scherrer 1989). We

need to distinguish, however, this type of dynamic archi-

tectural function from the basic one, carried essentially and

directly by the DNA, which is implemented prior to onset

of transcription; it remains static in a given type of dif-

ferentiated cell.

One may propose that the DNA defines the overall

nuclear architecture per se and, in particular, the euchro-

matic part of chromatin which is unfolded and DNase-

sensitive. The directly DNA-dependant 3D network is

more ‘‘static’’ than the dynamic RNA-dependent architec-

ture. It is liable to modification, however, in the process of

cell differentiation, when the relative parts of hetero- and

euchromatin are modified. The concept of ‘‘Quantal

Mitosis’’ (see ‘‘Formation of differentiation-specific local

chromatin networks and the DNA-derived nuclear matrix’’

section) proposed by Holtzer et al. (1975, 1972) was based

on the fact that, in course of differentiation, there are

special types of cell divisions when further differentiation

is blocked, at precise stages of differentiation, by substi-

tution of thymidine (T) by bromo-desoxyuridine (BudR)

which is without any effect later on. BudR substitution

reduces the dissociation constant of DNA-binding proteins,

as observed already for the lac-repressor (Wick and Mat-

thews 1991).

On the other hand, there is the transcript-dependant,

dynamic nuclear architecture as a result of RNA tran-

scription, processing and transport. It is encoded in

the (pre-)mRNA and its (pre-)genons. However, in both

cases - the non-transcribed as well as the transcribed

genome - the architectural function turns one-dimensional

DNA and RNA into 3D structures, into which the coding

parts are inserted. This conceptual deduction seems liable

to explain to some extent the 95% of ‘‘surplus’’ DNA in a

logical manner.
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Meiotic recombination, synaptonemal complex and

chromosome mechanics

Another type of genetic information fixed by evolution into

the genome without being directly involved in gene

expression may be related to mechanisms termed, possibly,

Chromosome Mechanics. This term relates again to the fact

that the nuclear DNA not only carries several types of

information, but is at the same time the mechanistic carrier

of the information contained. Whereas molecules like DNA

or RNA are carriers of information and of genon-related

signals and provide, thus, information for the process of

gene expression, the nuclear DNA in addition provides the

structural organisation for the interaction of such biomol-

ecules. Thus, here, in contrast to the typical fluid situation

elsewhere in the cell where molecules have to find each

other on the basis of mutual affinities, we see a spatial

structure that enables specific interactions and prevents

others. This is a type of information to be distinguished

from the coding and regulatory information.

Applied to the genon concept, this means that in the

nucleic acid backbone, within the cis-program of the holo-

genon, coding, functional, and structural aspects are

intertwined whereas in the transgenon the regulatory or

controlling features dominate.

Thus, merely mechanistic criteria of the information

carriers and their higher order complexes must be respected

as solidity, flexibility and folding characteristics, adapted

chemical stability (DNA is granite and RNA butter), vis-

cosity, etc. In some phases of physiological life, these

physical and chemical criteria have to prime over the

information contained in the signals carried by individual

biomolecules.

A particularly interesting illustration of such phenom-

ena is meiotic recombination and sister chromatid

exchange which imply the formation of the synaptonemal

complex as the physical basis of meiotic crossing over

(Colaiacovo 2006; Kleckner 2006). There, the two DNA

strands with their gene fragments in the derived chromatin

structure have to align point by point, down to the indi-

vidual exon, in order to allow precise breakage of the

DNA strands and their ligation to the opposite ones. If this

condition is not satisfied, as is often the case in interspe-

cies crosses, meiotic recombination cannot proceed and

the DNA is dissolved. Of course, in most species other

barriers have evolved which preclude interspecies mating

Fig. 10 The Cascade of Regulation (Scherrer 1967, 1980; Scherrer

and Marcaud 1968): the information content of the zygotic genome is

gradually reduced to that expressed in a differentiated cell. In Homo
sapiens, information for an estimated 500,000 polypeptide-genes are

reduced to a few hundred in gradual steps; as few as 3 genes may

account for up to 90% protein output, as is the case in red blood cells

(Imaizumi-Scherrer et al. 1982). The Holo-Cascade (not shown)

includes additional steps, leading upstream from the information

content of an entire species to that of populations and individuals, and

downstream from the polypeptide to the assembled, functional protein

including all post-translational modifications (Scherrer 1980). Under

the direction of holo-Genon and holo-Transgenon, the DNA reduces

the genomic information by DNA rearrangements to that of an

individual cell, and then by individual steps of processing to that

necessary for the expression of an individual function, as shown here

and outlined in the text. These may include: (1, 2) chromatin

modification and activation (proto-genon-dependant); (3) transcrip-

tion and formation of pre-mRNP (pre-genon); (4–6) gradual

processing and splicing (pre-genon); (7) export and formation of

cytoplasmic mRNP (genon); (8, 9) activation (de-repression) of

mRNP (genon); (10) translation of mRNA (genon) followed by

peptide formation (genon has expired)
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prior to the molecular interactions outlined. However,

chromosome mismatch represents the ultimate molecular

mechanism at the basis of the species barrier, as clearly

visible in the case of crosses of horse and donkey (cf.

Fig. 8 in Scherrer 1989; Chandley et al. 1974) resulting in

mule and hinny; those creatures—though going strong—

are incapable to reproduce. This example is particularly

speaking since, surprisingly, fertile crossing-over in spe-

cies having vastly different DNA content, and cell size, is

possible in some cases (Bennett 1982), best illustrated for

some plant species, the Secale (which, thanks to this

phenomenon bearing on the size of seeds, are at the basis

of the ‘‘green revolution’’ in world nutrition). There, the

chromosome alleles of the parent species match to align,

but their surplus DNA folds out from the strictly aligned

axis of the synaptonemal complex, in opposite loops of

very different size (according to a proposition of Rees

et al. (1982). This process is a particularly striking

example of ‘‘chromosome mechanics’’; it implies the

existence of an independent mechanism which lays down

signals for meiotic alignment which seems to be largely

independent of all other genomic information.

Development of the Genon concept

The genon acting in cis is carried by sequence motifs

in the mRNA

As defined above, the genon represents a regulatory pro-

gram superimposed and attached to a given coding

sequence. It is materialized in cis by the ensemble of sig-

nals within mRNA secondary structure that control the

expression of the contained coding sequence. These signals

are either present in the coding sequence or in the 50- and

30-side UTR of the mRNA sequence; the mRNA sequence

carrying a given program is, therefore, longer than the

coding sequence which it contains. In this manner, a spe-

cific cis-genon is defined for every gene (Fig. 4).

The implementation of the genon-program in cis is

carried out in trans by nucleic-acid binding proteins

(NABPs) on the one side, and by interfering small RNAs

(siRNAs, miRNAs) on the other; all together, these factors

constitute the transgenon, the program in trans.

Proto- and pre-genon as well as the final genon placed

in cis relate to the ‘‘cascade of regulation’’

We will restrict here discussion to the cellular regulation

cascade (Fig. 10) including the steps of gene expression

leading from the zygotic genome to the final polypeptide.

Logically the holo-cascade of regulation (cf. Scherrer

1980) may start with the creation of the individual genome

of an organism from the gene pool of the species. At the

other end of the cascade, we have post-translational events

allowing for eventual functional expression of a gene.

The cis-acting program of the individual genon is

encoded in the proto-genon of a genomic DNA domain;

after transcription, it is carried further by the pre-genon

within a FDT and pre-mRNA, which may include a single

or several genes. An individual pre-genon is represented,

hence, at DNA level as well, and is expressed relative to

other pre-genons by activation of individual genomic

domains, individual transcriptional units, or by differential

splicing of a pre-mRNA or poly-pre-genon, according to

programs of cell differentiation or physiological adapta-

tion. After transcription, the pre-mRNA or FDT will be

processed according to its pre-genon and its complement of

factors within the holo-transgenons of a given cell.

Within the Cascade of Regulation, specific gene

expression in a given eukaryotic cell may be subdivided in

(at least) the following steps:

(1) Organisation of the DNA in the 3D-space and

formation of the DNA-dependant matrix (step 1 in

Fig. 10).

(1.1) Organisation of chromatin into chromosomal

territories.

(1.2) Formation of differentiation-specific local

chromatin networks and the DNA-derived

nuclear matrix.

(2) Activation of chromatin domains for eventual tran-

scription of individual transcriptional units contained

in a domain (step 2 in Fig. 10).

(3) The primary transcripts (step 3 in Fig. 10).

(3.1) Synthesis of the FDT or individual primary

pre-mRNA.

(3.2) Association of nuclear RNA-binding proteins

to pre-mRNA forming the pre-mRNPs.

(3.3) Formation of the RNA-derived nuclear matrix

by integration of the pre-mRNPs.

(4) Processing of pre-mRNPs (step 4 in Fig. 10).

(5) Differential splicing and formation of the pre-mRNP

including exons of a single coding sequence (step 5 in

Fig. 10).

(6) Final processing of pre-mRNPs (step 6 in Fig. 10).

(7) Import of mRNA into the cytoplasm (step 7 in

Fig. 10).

(8) Formation of cytoplasmic inactive (ribosome-)free

mRNP with concomitant replacement of the majority

of nuclear (pre-)RNP-type proteins by cytoplasmic

ones (step 8 in Fig. 10).

(9) Activation of mRNA and polyribosome formation

(step 9 in Fig. 10).
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(9.1) Replacement of mRNP proteins by translation

factors, forming the translated mRNPs.

(9.2) Formation of polyribosomes by association of

40 S and 60 S (native) ribosomal subunits

forming functional ribosomes.

(10) Translation of the coding sequence in mRNA (step

10 in Fig. 10).

(11) Formation of the nascent primary polypeptide and

secondary protein structure (the genon has expired).

In addition, at several steps of biochemical information

processing RNA interference (RNAi) takes place, in the

nucleus as well as in the cytoplasm, by physical elimi-

nation or temporary masking of mRNA sequences by

siRNAs or miRNAs. Another important but not clearly

localised mechanism of information processing is RNA

editing, by which a coding sequence in an already present

(pre-)mRNA can be modified (review in Koslowsky

2004).

Mechanisms of expression and regulation within the

cascade operate mainly by association of regulatory pro-

teins and of interfering RNAs, and by the action of the

enzymes involved in the transcription and processing

machinery, including control of RNA editing. The physical

support of the carriers of information is the nuclear matrix

and the cytoskeleton, as well as the endoplasmic reticulum

for proteins to be exported.

The known biochemical steps of DNA and RNA acti-

vation, of RNA processing and transport occur within the

‘‘Cascade of Regulation’’ which stepwise reduces the

information content of the genome to that of a single gene,

ultimately. It shall be pointed out, however, that in terms of

information processing, information is gained during this

process, to the extent that uncertainty about the eventual

selection of a given triplet in the DNA, to be expressed

within a polypeptide, is gradually reduced. The potential

information of the genome thus becomes effective.

The content in genomic information is currently evalu-

ated in terms of what in the biological literature has been

called ‘‘sequence complexity’’, that is the length of non-

repetitive DNA or RNA (Britten and Kohne 1968; Hough

et al. 1975). By now, the latter is well documented by

published sequences of various species, in particular, the

human genome with approximately 3.25 · 109 bp (Lander

et al. 2001; Pennisi 2003; Venter et al. 2001), of which

90% may be unique sequence DNA. In contrast, a gene,

e.g. that of the human alpha-globin, includes about 600 nt

only; this represents a fraction of and, thus, a selection in

regulation of 1 in 106 or 107. However, such degree of

selection is beyond the possibility of a direct process based

on biochemical or biophysical mechanisms, essentially for

reasons of chemical thermodynamics, enforcing thus multi-

step selection as the rule.

More precisely, there are three main reasons for step-

wise regulation of gene expression:

(1) Noise As pointed out in the Cascade Regulation

Hypothesis (CRH), published first in 1968 (Scherrer

and Marcaud 1968) and in more final form in 1980

(Scherrer 1980), such a degree of selection (106–107

in eukaryotes) is only conceivable within a series of

sequential selection steps. Indeed, in our physical and

chemical world, in any direct selection step, no better

resolution than about 1 in 103 is possible. Signal to

noise ratios within the rules of physical and chemical

thermodynamics are the limiting factors; indeed, the

degree of association of any controlling factor is

limited by its dissociation constant. However, in

Escherichia coli with a few thousand genes to be

controlled, accordingly, direct selection of genes or

operons at genome level seems possible.

(2) Effort There exist different search strategies that, in

principle, could be employed for the selection. If one

performs the selection in a single step, one needs to

screen all the available elements to find the right one.

The selection effort is then proportional to the number

of items to be scanned, which is in case of the human

genome, of the order 106 or 107. As explained above,

this effort is far too large to be biologically realistic.

The other extreme is search by binary alternatives.

Here, in the first step, the set of items to be searched is

divided into two classes of equal size, and one selects

one of those. In the next step, that class is again

divided into two classes and the process is repeated

until after log N (the binary logarithm of the number

N of elements) steps, the desired element is found. In

the present case of N of the order 106 or 107, this

amounts to about 20 to 23 steps, where in each step

only a choice between 2 alternatives has to be made,

so that the total search effort is about 45, which is

rather small and in fact the best one can achieve.

However, the number of steps involved is two large to

be biologically plausible. Thus, a compromise

between the two extremes seems to be the biologi-

cally best solution: Instead of scanning only 2

alternatives in each step, one scans a larger number,

for instance 10, that is, one divides the set to be

searched not into 2, but into 10 subsets. The number

of steps required in our example then reduces to 6 or

7, with an effort of 10 in each step. Thus, the total

effort is 60 or 70, which is sufficiently small, and this

is achieved in a small number of steps (see also

chapter ‘‘IV.D’’. in Scherrer 1980).

Within gene expression, selection effort means mainly

the number of regulative factors needed within

the transgenon. To keep their number in the genome
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low - for obvious reasons - cP-regulators have to

operate in sets of combinations at the different

selection steps. Furthermore, protein is expensive to

cell metabolism whereas RNA is relatively cheap. This

may be one of the reasons why anti-sense RNA,

possibly emerging already in merely chemical, com-

plex pre-biotic systems, has been maintained in

evolution (Rich 1961). The cP-genes are more sophis-

ticated; indeed, proteins can process input into output,

that is, perform different tasks depending on the input

they receive from low Mr molecules or allosteric

effectors, in contrast to anti-sense RNAs, which by

themselves essentially operate in an on/off mode.

(3) Reaction speed Gene expression is a long and

complex process. When physiological adaptation

must be rapid, the necessary information may not

possibly be called from the genome: gene information

must be stored close to the place of action, in the

extreme case in form of pre-proteins as, e.g.,

trypsinogen, turning into a functional enzyme upon

a simple biochemical signal. We have introduced the

term ‘‘peripheral memories’’ (see Fig. 3) for the

epigenetic storage of genomic information closer to

the sites of expression (Scherrer 1980). These may

take the form of pre-mRNPs (including fragments

only of genes) or silent, repressed mRNP complexes.

In most cells, partially processed transcripts turn

slowly over in the nucleus, and cytoplasmic mRNAs

shuttle between the expressed and silent states,

turning over individually, independent of active

translation (Spohr and Scherrer 1972). Most impor-

tant, large fractions of the genome are stored as RNA

in the metaphase cells as well as in the oocytes, to

allow epigenetic transfer of information in between

generations of cells and organisms; in the latter case,

this information allows de novo gene expression and

regulation after fertilisation of the egg.

The expressed part of the genome can be measured by

modern micro-array techniques, which give numbers of

genes represented in a given cell isolate, and from which

the non-repetitive sequence length, in terms of (known)

RNA-sequence, might be calculated. However, such data

are at present not available in a comprehensive manner, in

relation to the biochemical steps of the gene expression

cascade. We have therefore to rely on the published data of

sequence length (‘‘sequence complexity’’) measured by re-

association kinetics in hybridisation assays which are

expressed as Cot- (for DNA - Britten and Kohne 1968;

Pearson 2006) or Rot- (for RNA - Birnstiel et al. 1972)

values (cf. also Imaizumi-Scherrer et al. 1982).

Early hybridisation data indicated that 10–20% of the

nuclear DNA is transcribed in most species, even in highly

specialised cells as the red blood cell, where 90% of the

protein output is globin (Imaizumi-Scherrer et al. 1982).

Those data represented, by necessity, the more stable,

partially or fully processed RNAs; indeed, the primary

transcripts are highly unstable. Very large transcripts start

to be processed and spliced even prior to transcription

termination, as can be observed directly by EM of tran-

scription complexes (Osheim et al. 1985). These old data

are, thus, compatible with the more recent notion that up to

60 % of eukaryotic genomes might be transcribed even-

tually, at one time or another, in a cell of an organism

(Fantom Consortium and Riken Genome Groups 2005).

The latter figure points once more to the only recently

adopted basic fact that transcriptional regulation represents

a minor part only of regulation of gene expression, as

pointed out in the Cascade Regulation concept. The idea of

pre-eminence of transcriptional controls is a vestige from

prokaryotic models; in contrast, most regulation in

eukaryotes is post-transcriptional. The main reason for this

is that there are many more tasks to accomplish in the cell

for transcripts than carry protein coding information. Fur-

thermore, as pointed out already, regulation close to

peripheral gene expression sites is more rapid and, hence,

more efficient than calling up a gene from the genome.

In the following, we will discuss the individual steps of

the cascade of regulation in view of the genon concept.

Organisation of the DNA in the 3D-space

(step 1 in Fig. 10)

The first step of the regulation cascade involves the

selection of the chromatin fraction to be eventually acti-

vated in a given cell. The zygotic genome is being

subdivided into stem cell lines according to the mecha-

nisms of (lineage) determination (review in Tiedemann

et al. 2001), which are at the root of cellular differenti-

ation. Almost all of the non-repetitive part of the genome

is transcribed at one time or another in an organism; and

in any case during diplotene stage of oogenesis when

lampbrush chromosomes are formed (Fig. 6B). Along

with this first reduction of genomic information to that

potentially to be expressed in a given tissue or cell goes

the process of heterochromatin formation. This implies

the permanent or semi-permanent silencing of part of

chromatin, which is biophysically put aside, and the

organisation of the remaining euchromatin into a 3D

network where every genomic domain finds its assigned

place in the nucleus. This process operating at genome

level involves not only the proto-genons of individual

genomic domains but as well the DNA intercalated in

between them. We may thus have to take in consideration

the holo-protogenon.
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Organisation of Chromatin into differentiation-specific

chromosomal territories Originally based on spurious

observations (Lawrence et al. 1989), the notion that nuclei

of differentiated cells are subdivided into chromosome

territories, seems actually quite well established (cf. Cre-

mer et al. 2000; Stadler et al. 2004) and recent review in

(Albiez et al. 2006; Lanctot et al. 2007). In positive cor-

relation with this concept is the fact that also the condensed

metaphase chromosomes occupy established places in the

metaphase plates, as know for some time, e.g. for secale

species (Bennett 1982). More recent data illustrate the

same fact since, most interestingly, when the actin-skeleton

is mechanically extracted from living metaphase cells (by

an antibody-coated hook attaching the cellular matrix just

under the plasma membrane), the metaphase chromosomes

are extracted in a precise sequential order (Maniotis et al.

1997). Furthermore, maternal and paternal chromosomes in

mice remain linked in separate sets throughout the first 3

cell divisions after fertilisation (Odartschenko and Kenek-

lis 1973). These data point to the existence of a basic

mechanism that keeps chromosomes in assigned places

relative to a physical (nuclear) matrix, in metaphase as well

as in interphase cells.

As suggested in the Unified Matrix Hypothesis (Scherrer

1989) discussed above (cf. ‘‘The 3D DNA organisation

according to the unified matrix hypothesis’’), the DNA may

form a 3D-network spanning the nucleus; in turn, it might

prime position information by the DNA-induced nuclear

matrix via MAR binding proteins. This organisation might

be perpetuated throughout cell division when the nuclear

membrane is dissolved, chromosomes condensed and,

hence, DNA largely removed from the matrix; a network

essentially constituted of proteins then spans the entire cell

(Fig. 9D). Beyond the data outlined 20 years ago in the

UMH, to our knowledge, little new facts pointing to such a

mechanism are at present known. Nevertheless, a model

suggesting that, upon unfolding, the metaphase chromo-

somes are re-inserted into pre-established territories is,

apparently, not in contradiction with actual knowledge.

The first selection step within the cascade of regulation

leading to the expression of specific genes is, thus, the

organisation of chromosome territories (Cremer and

Cremer 2001).

Formation of differentiation-specific local chromatin net-

works and the DNA-derived nuclear matrix The next

selection step leading to the eventual expression of a spe-

cific gene, concerns the organisation of a chromosome

territory into repressed or activated domains, the latter to

be placed into specific expression-relevant positions within

the nuclear architecture (Lawrence et al. 1989). This pro-

cess depends largely on the holo-protogenon including, in

addition to genomic domains, the DNA placed in between.

In course of differentiation, chromatin is remodelled.

This is illustrated by mutual conversion of hetero- and

euchromatin, as observed originally by light microscopy;

chromatin modification is actually subject to intensive

studies (Grewal and Jia 2007; Horn and Peterson 2006;

Fig. 11 Endo- and Exo-cascade. The information guiding gene

expression stems not only from the genome but also from the outside

of cell and organism. Genon and transgenon are directly or indirectly

modified by input from the Exo-system (for organisms, possibly, the

ecosystem). A Information Processing. From the DNA to the

individual gene and phenotype, the genomic information decreases,

eliminated by selection of domains and RNA processing. Concom-

itantly, external input is integrated into the expression process,

guiding selection, specific processing and activation of specific

genons and mRNA, mainly via the holo-transgenon, composed of

factors encoded either by the genome or else imported from the

outside of cell and organisms. B Within the cell, the genomic cascade

of regulation (Endo-cascade) is infiltrated by the information from

outside cell and organism (Exo-cascade). This input is highest at the

periphery of the cellular systems: the organism, the cellular

membrane, the mRNA-genon, but may reach the pre-genons, as well

as the genomic DNA, as detailed in C
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Kaeser and Emerson 2006). A particular but little known

phenomenon in relation to chromatin modification is

‘‘quantal mitosis’’, as defined by (Holtzer et al. 1975,

1972). The basis of the latter concept are observations on

erythro- and myoblasts in early differentiation. If in DNA

thymidine (T) is largely replaced by (BudR), hematopoiesis

is fully blocked at specific steps of early embryogenesis,

whereas in later steps of terminal differentiation, gene

expression is fully normal, in spite of full substitution of

(T) by (BudR). The latter is known to block induction of

the lac gene in E. coli (Fried and Crothers 1981; Wick and

Matthews 1991), since the dissociation constant of indi-

vidual repressors is altered; by analogy, it might also

prohibit chromatin remodelling in differentiating cells

prohibiting exchange of chromatin proteins attached to

the DNA, as suggested in the UMH (Scherrer 1989).

After normal mitosis the chromosomal DNA will be

unfolded into the holo-transgenon pre-existing prior to cell

division; alternatively, the composition of transgenon-

related factors might have been changed and contain new

or modified MAR-binding proteins and other remodelling

factors. In the latter case, this process might imply

dissociation and re-association of trans-acting factors from

the protogenon in cis, remodelling, hence, the chromatin

locally. Expression of novel cP-genes in late G1 phase,

time-programmed or induced by external factors, might

control this process. Chromosome territories would be

grossly maintained but within a territory, the structure of

euchromatic chromatin altered.

In addition, the relation of neighbouring territories may

be modified as well. Indeed, as EM observations have

revealed, chromosome territories are interlaced (Nickerson

2001; Nickerson et al. 1995) and, according to the

phenomenon of ‘‘chromosome kissing’’ recently reported

(Kioussis 2005), distant DNA loops of different chromo-

somes have to interact to allow for some differentiation-

specific gene expression (‘‘3D-gene regulation’’; cf. Spili-

anakis et al. 2005).

Once established as outlined above, within chromosome

territories individual genomic domains will form local

areas of euchromatin, where specific gene-fragments are

localised and eventually will be transcribed. The organi-

sation of such local domains will be influenced mainly by

the condensation status of chromatin, modulated by histone

modification. The DNA of heterochromatic areas being

repressed they will, hence, not participate in the 3D

organisation of the local chromatin network.

For the immunoglobulin gene domains, within this step

of the cascade, prior to folding into a 3D network and

eventual activation for transcription, the DNA itself is

modified. Genomic regions containing the fragments of

immunoglobulin genes are re-associated, by joining of the

CJ and V regions; the latter, in addition, are sequence-

modulated in function of particular antigens operating

within a particular immune response (Lennon and Perry

1990; Tonegawa 1983). This implies permanent elimina-

tion of DNA regions and hence, part of the proto-genon of

a genomic domain, under the influence of a particular holo-

transgenon. Furthermore, this mechanism clearly illustrates

the importation of information from the exo-system, along

the concept of the ‘‘Exo-cascade’’ (Fig. 11).

The holo-transgenon of a given differentiated cell will

provide non-histone and MAR-binding proteins and,

accordingly, chromatin will fold into DNA loops. Further-

more, bi-functional MAR-binding proteins might crosslink

such loops and structure the local 3D organisation of the

DNA network, within and between chromosome territories,

prefiguring the sites where transcription and processing

factories will spring up.

The activated part of chromatin carrying the gene

fragments is potentially DNase sensitive. In contrast, the

nuclear matrix DNA protected by MAR-type proteins is

highly resistant. About 1–2% of nuclear DNA is DNase

resistant, it includes repetitive DNA and is in general AT-

rich. In this AT-rich fraction the sites binding MAR-

protein are inserted; the latter sites are quite often GC-

rich, but may be AT-rich as well. In polytene chromo-

somes, the MARs are inserted into the interband DNA

separating individual gene domains, which represent the

units of transcription (Fig. 6B). In some biological

systems, they correspond also to units of replication, in

view of the local DNA amplification observed in some

Sciaridae species (Lara 1987; Santelli et al. 2004).

Furthermore, interband DNA has some qualities of

insulators, as defined by molecular genetics (Gaszner

and Felsenfeld 2006) and are, e.g. in the case of the

Drosophila gene Gipsy, visible in the cell nuclei after

cytochemical staining (Gasser 2002; Gaszner and Felsen-

feld 2006). As already mentioned, the interbands include

systematically sites of Z-DNA formation (Nordheim et al.

1986); this fact is most interesting since it points again to

the possibility of modification of the local chromatin

structure, possibly at the origin, or a consequence, of

activation or inactivation of a genomic domain under the

influence of the nuclear transgenon.

The fragments of DNase-resistant matrix DNA, the

MARs, are clearly integrated into apparently organised

filamentous networks, observed in the nuclei after exhaus-

tive DNase treatment and extraction by high ionic strength

buffers (see Fig. 7C, D). In intact DNA, the MARs might

hence constitute the organisational principle of the protein

part of the nuclear matrix network, aligning sequential

protein assemblies. Being placed at specific sites in the

genomic DNA they may indirectly organise the 3D DNA-

matrix backbone, as suggested in the UMH (Scherrer

1989).
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Activation of Chromatin domains for eventual

transcription (step 2 in Fig. 10)

In this step, facultative heterochromatin may be transformed

into euchromatin; but not all euchromatic DNA is by

necessity transcribed, eventually. The classical criterion for

chromatin liable to be activated is its DNase sensitivity

(Razin et al. 1985; Stalder et al. 1980; Travers 1999). DNase

sensitive DNA segments can be actively transcribed once

transcriptional repressors are eliminated, possible activators

are present, and the RNA polymerase machinery is put in

place. Typically, such domains remain DNase-sensitive

after arrest of transcription (Groudine and Weintraub 1981;

Weintraub and Groudine 1976). In terms of the genon con-

cept, a selection among chromatin domains and individual

transcriptional units eventually present in such domains,

operates within their corresponding proto-genons in cis.

Concomitantly, the holo-transgenon of a given differenti-

ated cell is constituted whose factors may interact with the

local DNA, upon local nucleosome decondensation.

Present consensus assumes the intervention of tran-

scription factors (TFs) and promoters, which might render

the DNA liable for transcription. Recently, however, data

supporting other types of interpretation appeared. Tran-

scription factors, for instance GATA-protein binding sites,

are spread all along a genomic domain of, e.g., the human

or chicken globin domain (Cantor and Orkin 2002; Shi-

mizu and Yamamoto 2005); this is not logically compatible

with a function in initiation of transcription but rather in

support of elongation of the transcription products and

facilitation of their progress to the processing machinery.

Another possibility is that TFs might be part of the domain-

specific nuclear matrix, which contributes to the liberation

of the transcripts from the DNA and initiation of the

transport system. Particularly clear are the recent data

showing that the so called ‘‘promoters’’ of transcription

may exert their action at the RNA processing level and not

in initiation of transcription exclusively (Auboeuf et al.

2007, 2005), as was believed for some time (see below).

At this step of the regulation cascade, the holo-transg-

enon has to provide for the regulatory proteins which

interact with the DNA at specific sites provided by the

proto-genon in cis; and for the enzymes which locally

modify the histones, by acetylation and methylation,

altering the local chromatin in particular at the sites of

transcription initiation, which are often situated at the level

of the co-called locus control regions (LCRs) (Anguita

et al. 2001; Flint et al. 2001; Tuan et al. 1989). A partic-

ularly interesting phenomenon is the attachment to specific

DNA sites of proteins which are, possibly, later on trans-

ferred to and carried along by the transcripts. An early

example of this process is the large T-antigen of polyoma

virus and SV-40, which binds to the origin of DNA

replication, but also to viral and cellular transcripts (Darlix

et al. 1984). Interestingly, some MAR binding proteins

were identified as previously sequenced pre-mRNP (or Hn-

RNP) type proteins (von Kries et al. 1994). These types of

proteins have a higher affinity to DNA than to RNA; their

selection and sequential arrangement may, thus, take place

at genomic level, and their transfer, from DNA to RNA,

occur in course of transcription (cf. ‘‘Association of nuclear

RNA-binding proteins to pre-mRNA forming the pre-

mRNPs’’ section below).

The primary transcripts (step 3 in Fig. 10)

In this regulative step, the information of the proto-genon of

a genomic domain is reduced to that of the pre-genon, which

is carried along by the RNA. The primary transcripts, which

may include fragments of several genes, carry the cis-

information for alternative processing of the transcript into

one or several mRNAs, and their transport to the nuclear

membrane in time and space. Under the control of the cor-

responding transgenon picked up by the RNA in formation,

the primary pre-mRNP is formed. The latter, in terms of mass

contains 3 times more protein than RNA. In situ hybridisa-

tion with probes for specific genes shows that partially

processed pre-mRNA may accumulate first at the nucleolar

periphery prior to moving to specific processing centres

(Iarovaia et al. 2001), from where the mRNA is exported to

the nuclear periphery along apparently specific tracks (see,

De Conto et al. 1999; Iarovaia et al. 2001 and Fig. 7).

These processes are controlled by the factors constitut-

ing the holo-transgenon of a given nucleus: presence or

absence of specific TFs and of factors involved later-on in

gene-specific processing (splicing) and transport, decides

the fate of a given transcript in time and space.

Synthesis of the FDT or primary pre-mRNA. Formation

of the primary transcripts starts with the local opening of

the DNA double helix, at or in the vicinity of the LCR

(locus control region) of a domain (Anguita et al. 2001;

Flint et al. 2001; Tuan et al. 1989) under the influence of

factors allowing eventual attachment of the complex of the

RNA polymerases 1, 2 or 3. Concentrating here on pre-

mRNA and polymerase 2, this process starts with the

sequential attachment of transcription initiation factors

(recent review in Chen and Rajewsky 2007), among them

the ubiquitous TATA binding protein. According to the

signals in the proto-genon of such a domain, more specific

factors will be picked up, if available, in the holo-transg-

enon of a given nucleus.

The formation of a primary transcript or FDT is in itself

a multi-step process. Early experiments with the drug DRB

have shown that a checkpoint exists after less than 1000 nt

where the polymerase may stall, and fall off eventually
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(Egyhazi et al. 1999). Thus, some control may take place

during the RNA elongation phase, most likely dependant

on the presence or activation status of TFs.

Association of nuclear RNA-binding proteins to pre-mRNA

forming the pre-mRNPs. As soon as the RNA is made it

is covered by proteins to form the pre-mRNPs in statu

nascendi. According to the genon concept, this happens

under the direction of the cis-acting pre-genon, in function

of the factors available in the particular holo-transgenon

present in a given nucleus.

Basically, four types of factors may be distinguished

that bind to pre-mRNP (for more details cf. ‘‘Nucleic acid-

binding proteins as carriers of the transgenon’’ below):

(1) Factors carried over from the DNA. According to

recent data, these include promotor binding factors

(Auboeuf et al. 2007, 2005) as well as MAR-binding

proteins (Darlix et al. 1984; Von Kries et al. 1991).

(2) The ‘‘classical’’ pre-mRNP (also called HnRNP)

proteins of relatively basic charge (pI), the ‘‘histones’’

of the pre-mRNP; there are less than 50 components

known (Dreyfuss et al. 2002; Maundrell and Scherrer

1979).

(3) The acidic pre-mRNP proteins (Maundrell et al. 1979;

Maundrell and Scherrer 1979); proteomic analysis

may allow to identify up to 500 components. Most of

the factors of the processing and splicing machinery

(Choi et al. 1986; Kim and Dreyfuss 2001) as well as

the transport (Kindler et al. 2005) and export factors

(Rodriguez et al. 2004) are of this type.

(4) The ambivalent prosomes (Schmid et al. 1984)

(review in Scherrer and Bey 1994), the population

of mRNP-binding particles (Mr 720,000) of variable

subunit composition (which act also downstream of

gene expression in proteolysis, as the core of the 26S

proteasomes (Arrigo et al. 1988; Coux et al. 1996;

Collins and Tansey 2006). Prosomes are part of (pre-

)mRNPs (Martins de Sa et al. 1986), nuclear matrix

(De Conto et al. 2000; Ioudinkova et al. 2005) and the

cytoskeleton (Arcangeletti et al. 2000; Ioudinkova

et al. 2005 and Fig. 7).

Present in the nuclear sap or in specific compartments

(e.g., the so-called ‘‘speckles’’ Handwerger and Gall 2006,

constituting a pool of splicing factors), these factors repre-

sent the holo-transgenon from which an individual

transgenon is picked up by a particular pre-genon. The

composition at RNA level of the pre-mRNP factors is in

constant modification since, during RNA processing, parts of

the pre-genon are discarded, having fulfilled their function.

Formation of the RNA-derived nuclear matrix by integra-

tion of the pre-mRNPs. Concomitant to, or subsequent to

formation of the pre-mRNP, the pre-mRNA ‘‘in statu

nascendi’’ with the inherent pre-genon, is integrated into the

nuclear matrix (see Fig. 7C, D; and cf. Ioudinkova et al.

2005; Nickerson 2001). Of particular interest, in this con-

text, is the fact that actin was recognised recently as a

component and co-factor of all three types of eukaryotic

polymerases (review in Grummt 2006; Haeusler and Eng-

elke 2006; Mayer and Grummt 2006; Sims et al. 2004),

Since the nuclear matrix seems to be constituted by actin up

to 30%, this fact points to the possibility that RNP forma-

tion and matrix integration may be simultaneous processes.

Interestingly, in the adult chicken the genomic region of

the productively expressed adult globin genes alpha major

and minor are relatively resistant to DNase, but not the

embryonic gene pi which is transcribed abortively (Razin

et al. 1985); in the transcriptionally silent final erythrocyte,

the full globin domain was found to be DNase sensitive

(Groudine and Weintraub 1981; Weintraub and Groudine

1976). This might be interpreted in the sense of a close

association to the DNA-derived nuclear matrix with the

transcripts in statu nascendi, liable to be transcribed and

expressed.

Considering pre-genon and the corresponding holo-

transgenons, their interplay will decide about the stabili-

sation, temporary storage or expression of the (fragmented)

genes in the pre-mRNA. This process gradually reduces

within the cascade of regulation the information content in

terms of genes and genons present.

Processing and differential splicing of pre-mRNPs

(step 4 in Fig. 10)

As pointed out above, RNA processing and transport can

be interrupted at several metabolic steps, resulting in the

constitution of ‘‘peripheral memories’’ (see Fig. 3), in form

of partially or fully processed pre-mRNA. Gene expression

may, thus, be interrupted before the genes are constituted

physically. Upon a specific signal, the transiently stored

pre-mRNA may be processed and transported further. In

steady state, such partially processed RNA turns slowly

over in the nucleus, constituting the major fraction of

nuclear RNA and a large part of the nuclear mass.

Processing of pre-mRNA represents the major regulative

process in gene expression. Indeed, transcribed gene frag-

ments are either temporarily stored in the nucleus or

degraded, or else selected for productive splicing and

transport of mRNA to the nuclear membrane. Indeed, dur-

ing this process, 90% of transcribed sequence is eliminated

either transiently or permanently (Kiss 2006; Scherrer 2003;

Soller 2006; Spohr et al. 1974). Accordingly, the pre-genon

is also reshaped and reduced in information content down to

the individual gene-specific genons, under the control of the

factors of the holo-transgenon in a given nucleus.
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Overall RNA processing occurs in steps. Early data

showed that there are discrete steps in terms of size of the

transcripts, RNA turnover times and sequence complexity.

For example, in avian erythroblasts, RNA of very high Mr

(among them globin RNA of up to 33 Kb) with half-lives

(t/2) of 20 min., intermediate size RNA with t/2 of 3 h, and

smaller nuclear RNA of up to 12 h could be identified as

three classes of decreasing RNA complexity (Imaizumi-

Scherrer et al. 1982; Spohr et al. 1974, 1976).

In positive correlation with these old findings on global

RNA processing, recent in situ hybridisation data indicate

that primary globin transcripts occupy diffuse, not clearly

defined sites in the nucleoplasm, that a large part of the

transcripts accumulate around the nucleoli when RNA pro-

cessing is interrupted, whereas productively processed and

exported globin (pre-)mRNA form two distinct processing

centres (PCs). The highly unstable primary transcripts would

hence end up in the PCs, where intermediary products of

globin pre-RNA processing accumulate and transport to the

cytoplasm starts (Fig. 7B). Between transcription and

accumulation in the PCs, the presence of a site of transient

peri-nucleolar residence is likely, although not observable

when processing is normal and hence rapid; it is an old notion

that the nucleolus plays a role in pre-mRNA processing

(Deak et al. 1972; Hernandez-Verdun 2006; Kiss 2006;

Maxwell and Fournie 1995; Warocquier and Scherrer 1969).

A most important feature of RNA processing concerns

the nuclear matrix. As outlined above (‘‘Formation of the

RNA-derived nuclear matrix by integration of the pre-

mRNPs’’ section), the primary transcripts constitute the

backbone of the RNA-derived nuclear matrix (see, Ioud-

inkova et al. 2005; Nickerson 2001; Razin et al. 2004 and

Fig. 7C, D). This mechanism ensures that every segment of

RNA, with its associated protein complexes and enzymatic

processing factors governing differential gene expression

and site-specific transport, is placed in a precise position in

space. This feature represents the ultimate justification for

the, apparently, excessive size of nuclear transcripts (cf.

discussion in Scherrer 2003). During RNA processing, this

3D-organisation is continuously remodelled, when parts of

pre-mRNA and, hence, pre-genons are gradually elimi-

nated. The consecutive sites of residence of specific gene

transcripts reflect this process, as well as the fact that every

RNA fragment, ending up eventually in a gene, has to be

handled individually according to time, physiological state

and the dynamic architecture of the nucleus.

Formation of the final pre-mRNP including exons

of a single coding sequence (step 5 in Fig. 10)

During processing, eventually a pre-mRNA containing the

exons of a single gene is formed containing, hence, a

unique pre-genon. The most decisive mechanism operating

at this step is differential splicing (Blencowe 2006; Cu-

perlovic-Culf et al. 2006; Missler and Sudhof 1998), and

the differential choice of polyadenylation sites (Edwalds-

Gilbert et al. 1997), as well as the involvement of

untranslated regions in processing (Hughes 2006). This

implies either splicing, resulting in the differential com-

position of a final pre-mRNA with a unique set of exons or

else, the separation of individual genes present as rows of

consecutive exons in an FDT. The latter may be observed,

e.g., for the globin genes (Broders and Scherrer 1987;

Broders et al. 1990) which form relatively stable and hence

observable final pre-mRNAs (Therwath and Scherrer

1982). In this process, intergenic transcripts are eliminated

and, hence, part of the pre-genon.

The system controlling this process is once more the

holo-transgenon of a given nucleus, which is modified

according to cellular differentiation, during embryogenesis

as well as in terminal differentiation. Concerned are the

ubiquitous or partly selective factors and enzymes involved

in splicing, among them the U-type small RNAs, resp. their

RNP complexes. Less well known are the factors which

govern the putative gene-specific splicing.

Final processing of pre-mRNPs (step 6 in Fig. 10)

In parallel with pre-mRNP processing, part of the RNA is

degraded. There is elimination of introns and intergenic

RNA as the basic mechanism of processing. However,

there is also elimination of part of the exonic and other

functional RNA as a selective process under the control of

the transgenon; RNA interference may also play a role at

this level (Matzke and Birchler 2005).

The final pre-mRNA is transformed into mRNA with its

unique genon, ready to be exported to the cytoplasm.

Accordingly, factors constituting a specific transgenon are

by now associated with the mRNA. Final processing may

be concomitant with export; e.g., the last intron of globin

pre-mRNA is eliminated just prior to export. (In the gen-

eral case, the nucleus does not contain mRNAs, and the

cytoplasm no pre-mRNA). Though it is not clear at present

if final processing entails by necessity export of the mRNA

to the cytoplasm, nevertheless, a final selection step at this

level has to be taken into consideration.

From the nuclear processing centres (PCs), mRNA is

exported to distinct sites in the cytoplasm prior to being

dispersed (see Fig. 7B). Many types of mRNA are then

ubiquitously dispersed, as globin mRNA, whereas others

end up in specific cytoplasmic sites as, e.g., desmin mRNA

in the sarcomeric discs of muscle cells (Fulton and Alftine

1997). This selective transport through, possibly specific

nuclear pores (Blobel 1985), is guided by cis- and
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transgenon and involves the nuclear matrix, the cytoskel-

eton and cofactors of mRNPs, as for instance the prosomes.

Import of mRNA into the cytoplasm (step 7 in Fig. 10)

It is possible, although actually not established, that import

of mRNA operates in a gene-specific manner. At this crucial

step of the cascade - in view of the threshold of the nuclear

membrane - qualitative selection and hence reduction of

gene- and genon-specific information might operate.

The machinery of mRNA import is concentrated in the

nuclear pore complex (Maco et al. 2006; Rout and Blobel

1993). Already the first EM images of Hans Rees of RNA

squeezing through the nuclear membrane showed, sug-

gestively, a huge plug of RNA on the nuclear side being

fragmented in the cytoplasmic compartment. In the

meantime, the process of nuclear export has been analysed

in many details (see review in Cole and Scarcelli 2006;

Fahrenkrog and Aebi 2003; Kutay and Guttinger 2005;

Rodriguez et al. 2004). However, we do still not know

about the biochemical composition, on either side of the

nuclear membrane of the mRNPs to be transferred. Theo-

retically, a transfer mRNP was postulated but never

biochemically identified, in relation to the rather well

characterised nuclear pre-mRNPs (Maundrell and Scherrer

1979), and the repressed and translated mRNP complexes

in the cytoplasm (Civelli et al. 1980; Maundrell et al. 1979;

Vincent et al. 1980). More recent investigations show the

implication of specific but rather ubiquitous factors

involved in nuclear import and export; these operate at the

level of the nuclear pores and seem to be in general non-

discriminating for specific mRNA (Rodriguez et al. 2004).

The biochemical nature of the mRNP complexes subject to

these shuttling factors is unknown.

Formation of cytoplasmic inactive (ribosome-)‘‘free’’

mRNP (step 8 in Fig. 10)

The final mRNAs entering the cytoplasm carry their unique

genons which are exposed to the cytoplasmic holo-transge-

non, allowing them to pick up sets of factors corresponding to

their individual genons, respective transgenons. This process

results in an almost total exchange of mRNA associated

proteins relative to those of the nuclear pre-mRNPs. A

notable exception are the already mentioned factors involved

in mRNA exportation which shuttle between both com-

partments. Furthermore, the prosomes are found on both,

nuclear pre-mRNPs and cytoplasmic silent mRNPs.

The holo-transgenon as defined by proteomic analysis of

silent mRNP complexes includes several hundred proteins,

in their majority of rather acidic pI. The composition of

factors in a given cellular compartment is in constant

change in function of physiological adaptation, controlled

by internal agents as well as by factors from the environ-

ment. The proteins directly attached to silent mRNAs act as

genuine cytoplasmic repressors (Civelli et al. 1980; Vin-

cent et al. 1983, 1981).

The advent of RNA interference has given a new

dimension to cytoplasmic repression (Jackson and Standart

2007; Sontheimer 2005; Sontheimer and Carthew 2005):

siRNAs destroy mRNA in a gene-specific manner whereas

the miRNA mask the mRNA transiently, in a manner

similar to the RNP proteins.

Activation of mRNA and polyribosome formation

(step 9 in Fig. 10)

Within the genon concept, mRNA activation is controlled

by the factors available within the holo-transgenon of a

given cytoplasm. There are, in competition, the selective

repressive factors of the silent mRNP on the one side, and

on the other the rather ubiquitous translation initiation and

elongation factors associated to the translated mRNA. The

existence of a third class of putative factors might be

postulated on theoretical grounds; those selecting individ-

ual mRNAs to change their repressed or active status.

Many facts indicate that translation per se is a com-

pulsory, constitutive mechanism. Translation factors are

ubiquitous and present in relatively high concentrations in

the cell sap, whereas the proteins associated to the

repressed mRNP, as well as prosome subunits, are only

found within the complexes and not in free form

(Maundrell et al. 1979; Vincent et al. 1981). Therefore,

cytoplasmic regulation might be essentially negative and

depend on the biosynthesis, assembly and activation of

repressing factors in a local holo-transgenon.

Activation (de-repression) of mRNA by exchange of

repressing mRNP proteins for translation factors, forming

the translated mRNPs. The (ribosome-)free cytoplasmic

mRNPs outside the polyribosomes are translationally

repressed, in vivo and in vitro. To render them in vitro

translatable, the associated factors have to be almost

completely removed. This implies that the factors of the

transgenon associated to the repressed mRNA must even-

tually fall off, being either inactivated by chemical

modification or allosteric effectors, or else removed by

digestive enzymes as, possibly, the proteasomes (Baugh

and Pilipenko 2004; Coux et al. 1996).

As already outlined, activation of mRNA is a reversible

process; mRNAs may shuttle between the active and

repressed states. If, for example, globin mRNA is translated

to about 90% in erythroblasts, another abundant mRNAs in

the same cells, the mRNA for the PABP (Poly(A) binding

protein), is found to be 90% repressed in terminal
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differentiation (Imaizumi-Scherrer et al. 1982). Other

mRNAs, as that for lipoxygenase, staying at constant level

throughout reticulocyte maturation, is translated only during

a short period, prior to being terminally repressed (Thiele

et al. 1979). In nerve cells, mRNA is transported along

specific axons; it is considered crucial that translation

remains repressed after arrival at the destination site (e.g.,

a postsynaptic micro-domain) until an appropriate activation

signal is received (for a recent review cf., Eberwine et al.

2002; Twiss and van Minnen 2006). Cytoplasmic repression

is, thus, a crucial step of control of selective gene expression.

In avian erythroblasts, by RNA complexity measurements,

the presence in the cytoplasm of about 2,000 different

mRNAs was found, whereas only about 200 were actively

translated, among them the globin mRNAs accounting for

90% of the protein output (Imaizumi-Scherrer et al. 1982).

If for repressed mRNP the presence of mRNA-binding

proteins (Vincent et al. 1983, 1981), and prosomes

(Scherrer and Bey 1994) in gene-specific sets was shown,

as well as, in contrast, the ubiquitous nature of translation

factors on translated mRNA (Civelli et al. 1980; Maundrell

et al. 1979), the detailed mechanisms of selection of

specific mRNA to be activated are unknown, as yet.

It seems possible that the proteasome system might play

a role in mRNA activation, by liberating the 50-side UTR

for interaction with initiation factors (Maundrell et al.

1979; Olink-Coux et al. 1992). Since specific types of

prosomes (also called 20S proteasomes), core of the 26S

proteasomes, are associated with particular silent mRNA, it

is tempting to speculate that such specific prosomes might

be integrated into the 26S proteasome, the in vivo proteo-

lytically active complex, to cleave repressive factors on an

already selected mRNA (Baugh and Pilipenko 2004).

Reversible formation of polyribosomes by association of

the ribosomal subunits assembled into functional ribo-

somes. Once the mRNA available for translation, first the

30S and later on the 50S ribosomal subunits associate to

form ribosomes and the functional translation machinery.

Since in steady state, translation factors do generally not

discriminate specific mRNAs, there might be little inter-

vention of the particular genon at this level.

However, when physiological conditions change, poly-

ribosomes disintegrate. This is most spectacular in heat

shock conditions. When Hela cells are brought up to 42�C,

all polyribosomes fall apart within 20 min (Warocquier and

Scherrer 1969); within the same process the cytoskeleton

and part of the prosomes disintegrate as well (Olink-Coux

et al. 1992). If high temperature is maintained, polyribo-

somes reform partially within another 30 min; but protein

output has changed, qualitatively and quantitatively.

Activation and inactivation of individual mRNAs must

obey more subtle mechanisms. They may operate under the

impact of changes of factors within the holo-transgenon of

a given cell. Interestingly, the prosome–proteasome system

may play a role in this process, eliminating selectively

translation initiation factors from specific mRNA in

translation (Baugh and Pilipenko 2004).

A major role is played by RNA interference in transient

or final repression of specific mRNAs, either directly or

indirectly. SiRNA and miRNA might block mRNA upon

import or when mRNA segments become transiently

accessible during translation. RNA interference is actually

subject to most active investigation and no general

conclusions seem possible as yet (see ‘‘Discriminating

RNA regulators: siRNA and miRNA’’ section).

The prosomes might participate in RNA interference as

well; prosomes isolated biochemically or by immuno-

precipitation contain up to 10% of small RNAs which have

the capacity to block protein biosynthesis in vitro (Civelli

et al. 1980). Suggestive EM pictures were published at an

early time showing polyribosomes and, interestingly,

prosome-like particles associated wherever the mRNP

chain emerges in between ribosomes (Figs. 12 and 14 in

Spohr et al. 1970; cf. review in Scherrer and Bey 1994),

and ribosome-free mRNA, distinct of repressed mRNP,

with only prosome-like particles attached were observed

occasionally (Granboulan and Scherrer 1969, unpubl. obs.).

However, it is likely that other types of controlling factors

participate in mRNA activation and inactivation by

formation of the respective mRNPs.

Translation of the coding sequence in mRNA

(step 10 in Fig. 10)

Once translation has started, little regulatory intervention

occurs in steady state that might involve genon and

transgenon. Translation initiation is more temperature-

sensitive than elongation; in less than optimal physiologi-

cal conditions, ribosomes run off (Chezzi et al. 1971).

Generalising this principle, one may speculate that in such

conditions mRNA might be exposed to the transgenon for

eventual regulatory interventions, according to the activity

state of competing translation or repressing factors.

During translation, the rules of the genetic code and the

translation machinery prevail by selection of triplets and

assembly of the polypeptides. In steady state, the genon is

hence put to rest as far as the coding sequence is con-

cerned. In contrast, the 50-side and 30-side UTRs are likely

to play a role by interacting with regulating proteins and

interfering RNAs. Interestingly, polyribosomes have a

tendency to form circles (e.g., Christensen et al. 1987); as

found at an early time by George Palade observing the so-

called ‘‘rosettes’’ in the electron microscope— prior to the

discovery of polyribosomes (Warner et al. 1963).
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Formation of the nascent primary polypeptide and higher

order protein structure, gene function and protein

homeostasis (step 11 in Fig. 10)

Once the polypeptide has formed the genon, by definition,

expires and the factors of the protein world modulate the

nascent polypeptide to assume secondary, tertiary and

quaternary structure, which, eventually, will assume the

genetic function based on one or a set of cooperating genes.

These post-translational processes of gene expression and

its control have to be most complex; we will here not enter

these matters. However, it seems important to point out, that

gene expression must obey homeostasis of protein biosyn-

thesis and degradation. Mechanisms coordinating protein

biosynthesis and catabolism must exist, by necessity.

The main operator in clearing misfolded, or otherwise

defect polypeptides is the Ubiquitin-proteasome system

(Coux et al. 1996); the proteasome core, the prosome or 20

proteasome participates as the key operator. Possibly, this

20S particle may shuttle between the mRNPs and the 26S

proteasomes. Nature may, hence, have made the economy

of still another system in charge of coordinating the bio-

synthetic and catabolic pathways (Scherrer and Bey 1994).

The prosome / proteasomes system in itself represents a

complex machinery of differential action, due to the com-

positional variability of the basic core prosome particle.

Forming a molecular cylinder, the prosome has the

capacity to interact bi-functionally at either end, as can be

directly observed in stress fibres of the cytoskeleton

(Arcangeletti et al. 2000, 1997). It may hence associate

with mRNPs and simultaneously recognise cellular struc-

tures, as the nuclear matrix and the cytoskeleton of actin

and intermediate filament nature (Arcangeletti et al. 2000,

1997; De Conto et al. 2000) (review in Scherrer and Bey

1994). When the prosome core eventually integrates the

26S proteasome complex, target protein recognition is

delegated to the 19S modulator complexes associating at

both ends, which opens the proteolytic chamber, and

shields the prosome surface from external interactions. The

ubiquitin system identifying proteins for degradation

(recent review in Ciechanover 2006), upstream of the 26S

proteasomes, as well as the 19S modulator complex which,

in an ATP-dependant manner unfolds, gates and actively

feeds doomed polypeptides into the proteolytic chamber,

may secure gene-specific catabolism.

The transgenon, the trans-acting program carried

by the factors acting onto a given (proto/pre-)

genon placed in cis

For this discussion, we exclude all mechanisms directly

related to constitutive and basic protein biosynthesis within

the frame of the genetic code as, for instance, the ribo-

somes and the basic tRNA machinery.

The cis-genon as outlined above is materialised by the

ensemble of factor-binding sites within an individual

mRNA. These sites are recognised by protein or RNA

factors supplied by the program in trans. The factors

selected by a single genon constitute its specific transge-

non, which is available—or not—within the holo-

transgenon of a given cell, nucleus or cytoplasm (Fig. 4).

By definition, the holo-transgenon corresponds to the

hologenon of an organism or a single cell; concerned are all

factors, might it be protein or RNA, able to respond to the

cis-program encoded in DNA or RNA and related to a gene

to be expressed. We need to distinguish here between the

hologenon of an organism and that of specific cells in that

organism, because of the presence of differences in their

genomes. Not only carry the cells of the immune system

particular adapted genomes, but also other differentiated

cells may incorporate genetic modifications like transpo-

sitions in their DNA. In addition, epigenetic effects as well

create differences between cells affecting the expression

control exercised by the genon and its precursors.

Regulation of transcription, and hence of programs of

differentiation and physiological change, is in part under

the influence of cell-external signals (see the ‘‘Exo-cas-

cade’’ formulated in Fig. 11). Genomic systems have been

generated and gene expression evolves in function of the

ecosystem. Controls from the environment dominate also

regulation of cellular gene expression, although some

constitutive cell-internal expression programs are carried

out. Signals from the outside touch off synthesis of, e.g.

transcription factors, influence their activity status or trig-

ger their shift from the cytoplasm to their targets in the

chromatin to be activated (Wu et al. 2006; Zhu and

McKeon 2000). They may, hence, also largely control the

generation of all the factors which influence the fate of the

transcripts on the gene expression pathway.

The genon is embedded in the pool of trans-acting

factors recognised by the receptor oligomotifs in cis. The

presence of these factors is hence crucial for the execution

of the expressions program encoded into the genon. In

addition to being passively picked-up by the oligomotifs in

cis, these factors have a discriminative regulatory function

as well. Their presence or absence controls the imple-

mentation of the cis-program; they may, furthermore, be in

active or inactive state. Since proteins, like logical gates (as

utilized in computers or electronic chips), are capable of

integrating many types of input, small MW agents may

influence directly or as allosteric effectors the factor–

receptor interactions.

The transgenon, carried by cP-genes and cR-genes, is

built up by the normal mechanisms of gene expression and

regulation, leading to the synthesis of DNA- and RNA-
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binding proteins, the synthesis of siRNA and miRNA

within the frame of RNA interference and of all other types

of cR-genes which might affect differential regulation of

gene expression.

Nucleic acid-binding proteins as carriers of the transgenon

Proteins cover all types of RNA in the cell. In case of

mRNA and pre-mRNA, it was shown at an early time by

electron microscopy that proteins are aligned all along the

RNA molecules (Dubochet et al. 1973), protecting specific

sequences from degradation by RNase (see, Goldenberg

et al. 1979 and Fig. 4, insert B). By mass, messenger

ribonucleoproteins (mRNPs) include 3 times more protein

than RNA. One of the roles for such proteins is to protect

RNA from degradation by different types of RNases, which

are natively active and abundant in the cellular sap; naked

RNA is hence rapidly destroyed.

RNP-type proteins bind in a RNA-sequence dependant

manner. The poly(A)-binding proteins (PABPs), attached

to the 30-side tail (length: 50–200 A residues) of the mRNA

protect about 12–20 A-residues at a time (Baer and

Kornberg 1983); larger RNA-binding proteins may cover

up to 50 nt, as is the case, for the viral large T antigen of

SV-40 and Polyoma virus (Darlix et al. 1984). The RNP-

type proteins include amino acid sequence motifs, rec-

ognising the sequence motifs in DNA and RNA. The

mRNA, hence, includes sequentially such protein-binding

oligomotifs. Actually, only in rare cases the oligo-nucleo-

tide sequence is known that binds a given protein. In

addition to the PABP one might mention, the Iron

Response Element binding protein (IRE-BP), a protein

binding a motif in the 50-side or 30-side UTR of the mRNA,

respectively for Ferritin and Transferrin (Thomson et al.

1999). There is not even a conventional term to name such

motifs in RNA and DNA; we hence introduced the term

‘‘oligomotif’’ (Scherrer and Jost 2007). For the recognition

motifs in proteins, one might use the term ‘‘aa-motifs’’,

reserving that of oligomotif for DNA and RNA.

Early proteomic studies of 20 years ago allowed people

to estimate that there are several hundred (up to 1,000)

acidic, non-histone proteins attached to DNA, and as many

to pre-mRNA and FDTs (Maundrell and Scherrer 1979). In

the cytoplasm of a given cell, there may exist 500–1,000

different proteins in the repressed mRNPs; a specific

mRNA binds a specific combination of such proteins (cf.

review in Scherrer and Bey 1994). When the ribosomes are

split off the mRNA in polyribosomes in vitro, the translated

mRNA is found also in mRNP form, which includes in

mass 3 times more protein than RNA. The proteins char-

acteristic for the translated stage are of much fewer, a few

dozen types, and seem to be ubiquitously bound to different

mRNAs, recognising in particular the 50- and 30-side UTRs;

a translation-specific PABP binds the Poly(A) tail

(Edmonds 2002; Grossi de Sa et al. 1988; Shatkin and

Manley 2000).

These observations indicate that there must be a ‘‘code’’

governing the interaction of a limited number of NABPs in

chromatin and mRNPs which, in general, are specifically

DNA- or RNA-binding proteins. Relatively new data have

confirmed, however, the old observation that the same

protein may bind both, DNA and RNA, as outlined above.

This was originally observed for the large T-antigen of SV

40 and polyoma virus (Darlix et al. 1984; Khandjian et al.

1980) and more recently confirmed for a series of DNA-

binding MAR proteins (von Kries et al. 1994)), by

sequence identified as, already known, pre-mRNA binding

proteins (pre-mRNP or HnRNP proteins); this may repre-

sent an interesting exception rather than the rule. The

existence of different rules for binding of proteins to DNA

and RNA must be assumed. Within this discussion we may

use the terms of DNP- and RNP-code (Auweter et al. 2006)

for the system governing protein–NA interactions. Specific

binding may be by sequence-motifs of about 15 nt minimal

length for which we have coined above the neologism of

‘‘oligomotif’’. An oligomotif would thus interact with an

aa-motif in a protein; this interaction can occur either

directly, or imply a mechanism of ‘‘induced fit’’. In terms

of information processing, in this exchange, the holo-

transgenon generating the binding factors would represent

the sender, and the oligomotif in DNA and RNA the

receiver of these signals, acting according to the rules of

chemical thermodynamics.

In addition to the signals encoded in the oligomotifs of

the primary RNA sequence, there are post-transcriptional

modifications of the transcripts (review in Shatkin and

Manley 2000) which may be recognised by the factors in

trans. There is internal methylation of mRNA (Perry and

Kelley 1975; Perry and Scherrer 1975) as well as ‘‘Cap-

ping’’ (review in Banerjee 1980), of the 50-side of (pre-)

mRNA (consisting in the 50–50 addition of GTPs including

differential methylation), and there is polyadenylation of

the 30-side (Munroe and Jacobson 1990). Poly(A)50–200 is

recognised by the PABPs of several types which are dif-

ferent in case of the nuclear pre-mRNA, the cytoplasmic

repressed and, eventually, the translated mRNA (Mangus

et al. 2003). The existence of a poly(A) tail and the cor-

responding PABP is a factor essential for translation

(Gorgoni and Gray 2004; Grossi de Sa et al. 1988). During

processing, the transcripts may be cleaved and the site of

scission recapped and polyadenylated; primary transcripts

may extend far beyond the aauaaa polyadenylation site.

Indeed, there are enzymatic systems known to add mono-

phosphates and the 50–50-triphospates on the 50-side

(Barbosa and Moss 1978; Venkatesan et al. 1980), as well
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as poly(A) on the 30-side of the processing products

(Shatkin and Manley 2000). By definition, all these pro-

cesses are post-transcriptional; thus, the enzymes carrying

out these modifications are to be accounted for as factors

involved in the generation of the trans-program, imple-

mented by the holo-transgenon of a cell.

The transgenons carried by cP-genes are constituted by

the normal mechanisms of gene expression and regulation

by protein biosynthesis.

RNA interference and the transgenon

The second mechanism - recently discovered - of transient

or final repression of specific mRNAs is RNA interference.

Si- and miRNAs might block mRNA upon import to the

cytoplasm, or during translation when mRNA segments

become accessible as pointed out above. The phenomenon

of RNA interference is at present most actively investi-

gated and no general conclusions seem possible as yet.

Actually, little could be said with any chance of precision,

beyond the general considerations outlined above (see

‘‘Discriminating RNA regulators: siRNA and miRNA’’

section).

It is, however, evident that RNA interference represents

at the same time a highly gene-specific system of control,

liable to recognise precise RNA targets. It is hence at the

same time more efficient but also less sophisticated than

the regulatory protein factors. Indeed, the latter are capable

to integrate controls to a much higher extent. The si- and

miRNAs may represent primitive slots operating in an on/

off mode. But this system as well has to be managed

upstream by protein factors, not only enzymatic system

involved in its generation, but also mRNP proteins. Being

single as well as double stranded, interfering RNA is a

target for any type of (pre-)mRNA binding protein as well.

RNA interference is likely to have evolved prior to

RNA-binding proteins, possible already in pre-biotic sys-

tems. RNA hybridisation is the most basic process of RNA

stabilisation and neutralisation. Later, chemically more

sophisticated systems of RNA-protein recognition and

mutual stabilisation may have evolved, much before the

tRNA based protein-coding revolution happened, opening

the gate to life and evolution.

Mathematical analysis of genetic information

and gene expression

General considerations

The proposition of the Genon concept is not only thought

to redefine the gene in unambiguous terms and allow better

comprehension of gene expression and regulation; the

ultimate goal is to provide a scheme clear enough to allow

us the application of mathematical methods in analysis of

genes and genomes. Here again we have to separate the

definition of the gene per se from the programs that guide

their expression in time and space.

The restriction of the definition of a gene to the coding

sequence, constituted by the assembly of coding triplets,

considerably facilitates the development of algorithms in

view of mathematical analysis; as we will see below, the

approach to be taken seems quite straightforward. It is

evident, however, that the gene as a function represents

more than the coding sequence and its equivalent in terms

of the nascent polypeptide. Chemical modifications and the

formation of secondary, tertiary and quaternary protein

structure are not exclusively encoded in the primary amino-

acid sequence; external factors as well govern the assembly

of the structures underlying the functions expressed within

the phenotype. Therefore, additional programs must exist

which control this process; some programs may entirely or

largely be encoded in a given genome but in addition,

factors from the ecosystem seem to play a major role in the

final gene function.

In line with our general conceptual decision of taking

translation as the cut-off point, we here only take into

account pre-translational processes and restrict gene

expression to the formation of the primary protein structure.

Nevertheless, the analysis to be presented can in principle

also be extended to post-translational events.

In addition to the gene per se just mentioned, our

information theoretical analysis will be concerned with the

program of gene expression, i.e., with the genon. Again, it

is natural to begin with the program in cis, i.e., the

ensemble of genon-related signals encoded in DNA and

RNA. After that, we turn to the holo-transgenons, i.e., the

ensemble of factors from trans, either provided by the

genome or the environment of cell and organism, which

interact with the cis-program.

The scope of this task can be seen by an overview of the

types of decision-making programs that will come into

play, following the mechanisms of gene expression

exposed above.

The first program in cis to be considered is the final

genon itself, as encoded in the mRNA, which carries the

information governing the expression of its gene; this

analysis concerns essentially pre-translational controls, as

transport of mRNA, its cytoplasmic activation or repres-

sion, and the effects of co-translational factors. Logically,

this analysis has to be extended to the pre-genon carried by

the primary transcript of a genomic domain and will,

hence, concern RNA processing (including splicing), post-

transcriptional repression and storage in the nucleus, as

well as eventual activation and transport to the nuclear
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membrane. Within the nuclear cis-program, in addition to

the pre-genon as defined above, we have also to take into

account the proto-genon, including additional cis-signals

encoded in the DNA which serve chromatin activation and

onset of transcription. Of course, the pre-genon is included

in the proto-genon; but the latter includes signals that

operate at DNA level exclusively. Among those are the

sites where transcription factors attach, operating at the

level of genuine promotors and, possibly, some types of

enhancers.

Formulating algorithms of control one has to take into

account, furthermore, the fact that some decisions are made

at DNA level which are born out at pre-mRNA level only;

indeed, some proteins binding to specific DNA sequences

are carried over to the pre-mRNA. Most often not taken

into consideration, this is an important basic mechanism,

which makes possible the sequence-related assembly of

proteins with high affinity for DNA, and hence binding

specificity, which, once assembled, are carried over to the

RNA in statu nascendi. In addition, it has to be pointed out

that, at the level of analysis and comprehension actually

possible, it is not clear in many cases whether so-called

promotor and enhancer effects really bear on transcription

(most ‘‘transcription’’ tests are actually based on translation

products, as CAT or luciferase), or rather on the stabili-

sation of transcripts and the efficiency of their expression at

the level of translation.

The analysis of the trans-program is obviously more

difficult than that of the cis-program since the trans-pro-

gram includes a rather heterogeneous set of factors that

interact with the cis-genon encoded in the mRNA. This

makes it necessary to utilize a classification according to

the different types of factors.

The first step of that classification distinguishes factors

produced by the genome itself from factors provided by the

environment. The genome produces DNA and RNA-bind-

ing proteins as well as the small RNAs involved in RNA

processing and the recently discovered RNA interference

(RNAi). External factors provided by the environment

include mineral ions, chemical compounds not produced

internally (as some vitamins), diverse sources of energy,

light (as a source for photosynthesis or as a signal for

circadian rhythms), gravity (providing for example a gra-

dient for spatial diffusion according to weight), etc. In

between these two types of factors are the ones produced

by other cells in a multicellular organism, like hormones,

cytokines, and other secondary cell messengers. Here, for

simplicity, we shall concentrate on genome-dependent

trans-factors.

On one hand, we have to take into account those factors

that physically interact with the cis-genon, and on the other

hand, we have those that modulate the action of DNA- and

RNA-binding factors in an indirect manner. Examples

include protein–protein interaction and ionic or allosteric

modulation, as well as interaction by cell-external factors

like cytokines.

In order to appreciate the logic of the formal analysis, it

is advantageous to start with biological simplifications, and

approximate biologically realistic scenarios only gradually.

In this regard, one might hence start with a single genon in

a given mRNA that has available all possible trans-factors

occurring within the holo-transgenon of a given genome.

The genon in the mRNA then only needs to select the

appropriate trans-factors corresponding to its specific

transgenon. The situation becomes more specific when the

mRNA carrying the genon in cis is immersed into the

cytoplasm of a given specialized cell. It then encounters

only about 500–1000 RNA-binding protein factors with

which the perhaps 20–50 signals in the specific cis-genon

interact. Instead of varying the specificity at the trans-side,

we may also turn to the cis-side and consider, instead of a

single genon in cis, an entire hologenon that is exposed to

all the factors in the trans-program of a cell, as in the case

of sperm DNA entering the ooplasm of an egg.

The questions

The general question to be asked in terms of information

theory concerns the information content, at the various and

subsequent levels of gene storage and expression, of a gene

as a product as well as the result of the expression program

that led to its eventual realisation. Standard analysis is

concerned with the amount of information about the bio-

chemical identity of a polypeptide contained in its coding

sequence. That, however, takes such a polypeptide out of

its cellular context. First of all, a polypeptide is not simply

read off from a coding sequence stored somewhere in the

DNA, but, as we have amply explained, it is the result of an

intricate regulation process leading to the coding sequence

at mRNA level prior to translation. This involves contri-

butions from regulatory elements in cis as well as from

factors provided by trans, and this should also be con-

ceptualized as a sequence of information processing steps,

and as such, it should be made amenable to an information

theoretical analysis. Secondly, what is biologically relevant

is not simply the biochemical identity of a protein, but - in

addition to its spatial shape which, however, is not

addressed here - its relation to other proteins, in terms of

numbers and differences between types. Taking these

issues into consideration, our analysis will deal with the

reduction of uncertainty about the outcome of gene

expression, following the steps of the expression program

just outlined, and where this uncertainty is quantified in

terms of different possible polypeptides within some bio-

logically relevant class. However, the genome is not the
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exclusive source of information guiding this program; as

outlined in Fig. 11, there is continuous influx of informa-

tion from the Exo-system, surrounding a given cell as well

as an organism (‘‘ecosystem’’). Therefore, we have to

develop our analysis from the genome to the product as

well as from the periphery of organism and cell to the

genome.

As we will see, different formalism will apply to the

‘‘forward’’ and the ‘‘backward’’ analysis in terms of input

from the genome, or from the exo-system, the latter bearing

essentially on the holo-transgenons (excluding input in the

frame of evolution). For any such analysis, it is essential to

specify what one assumes as known and what one wants to

know.

A clear-cut illustration of this problem is the number of

different polypeptides imaginable within the rules of the

genetic code: there are 64 triplets (–2: the start and stop

codons) coding for 20 amino acids. Assuming average

length of a polypeptide of, say, 500 amino acids, the

number of all combinatorial possibilities is astronomically

large, much beyond any range that evolution could have

possibly explored. There are essentially two ways out of

this impasse: to assume rules of possible sequence corre-

lations or else, to put into the game the proteome as

derivable from the sequence analysis of genomes pub-

lished. Practically, these approaches have their limits since,

in both cases, our knowledge is approximate, at best.

Therefore, we will have to resort to experimentally founded

assumptions to carry out this analysis. Concerning the

human genome, e.g., we may hence assume the existence

of about 500.000 different polypeptides to be potentially

expressed, and up to one million gene products altogether,

counting sR and cR genes and taking into consideration

RNAi.

Entering our analysis, for a polypeptide actually

expressed in a cell we can ask about the sequence at DNA

or RNA level that is coding for it; this is the classical

application of information theory to molecular biology. It

deals with the selection of a given gene and leads to the

issue of the degeneracy of the genetic code. Another aspect

of this question is the localization of that coding sequence

in the DNA.

Our main interest here, however, concerns the opposite

direction, that is, going forward from a (piece of ) coding

sequence in the DNA to the polypeptides (or other func-

tional products) that it will eventually get expressed in. For

such a coding sequence at DNA level, we already know the

amino acid that each triplet is coding for. Looking only at

this sequence we do not know, however, whether, and if so,

when, where, and in which quantity that sequence is

expressed in the cell under consideration. Thus, there is

some uncertainty here, and we shall be concerned with

quantifying that uncertainty.

In order to perform this quantification according to the

rules of information theory, we need to specify the options

available. Thus, we need to list those polypeptides in which

our sequence could possibly be expressed. (Of course, in a

particular situation at hand, it may not get expressed at all;

this is one of the possible options.) It is now important to

realize that there are some choices to be made here; we

have to agree about what prior knowledge we already wish

to admit. If we do not wish to admit any prior knowledge,

we need to consider all combinatorially possible amino

acid sequences (up to some specified length). As already

pointed out, this is a very large number. We may, therefore,

wish to impose some restrictions, in order to reduce the

number of options and to include only more realistic ones

according to the given cellular condition. We could restrict

ourselves to consider only the amino acid sequences that

are biochemically possible in the sense that they can give

rise to well folded proteins, or to polypeptides that have

been identified in some cell and are listed in some data

base. We could even assume more prior knowledge,

namely that we consider only those polypeptides that occur

in the proteome of the organism in question. Or, finally, we

could restrict our considerations to the ensemble of poly-

peptides present in the cell at the time of investigation. In

any case, whichever of those ensembles we choose, the

uncertainty then consists in identifying which member of

the ensemble in question is realized by the expressed

coding sequence, and also in which quantity. If there were

no regulatory mechanisms like alternative splicing,

silencing, or other decisions on the expression pathway, the

expressed product itself would be completely specified by

the (fragmented) coding sequence at DNA level. Still,

however, the number of expressed copies is not yet deter-

mined. Repression mechanisms at various stages of the

expression pathway could result in no expression at all,

whereas repeated transcription/translation or other multi-

plicative steps could result in multiple products. Finally,

mechanisms like alternative splicing even make it impos-

sible to predict the biochemical identity of the expressed

product from the (fragmented) coding sequence alone.

In the sequel, we shall set up the information theoretic

scheme to quantify these uncertainties and to assess the

relative contributions of the coding part, the gene, and the

regulatory part, the genon, in resolving these uncertainties.

Thus, the total information, needed to specify the types and

numbers of functional products produced from a giving

coding region at DNA level, is a sum that will be

decomposed in the parts attributed to the gene and the

genon. Numerical estimates (to be presented elsewhere in

detail) will show that the by far larger part is the one

coming from the coding sequence, whereas the contribu-

tion of the genon is rather small. As genon and transgenon

are rather complex, involving many binding sites in cis and
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binding factors from trans, this indicates that the genon is

doing more than just providing this little amount of addi-

tional information to resolve some ambiguities about the

products derived from a coding region. Among the con-

tributions of the genon not quantified here is the regulation

in space and time, that is, the contribution of information

about when and where in the cell some gene is to be

expressed, in addition to type and amount of product.

Another aspect is the stabilisation of expression in a fluc-

tuating milieu with unpredictable external perturbations.

According to Ashby’s law of requisite variety (Ashby

1956), entropy, that is, information, is needed to compen-

sate for those fluctuations and perturbations, and that

information then will be not visible in the final product; but

it must be provided by genon and transgenon.

Information theory and molecular biology

The concept of information

For the purpose of applying information theory to gene

expression, we should first discuss the concept of infor-

mation itself. Our starting point will be the theory of

Shannon. In that theory, a sender composes a message from

the elements of a code agreed upon with the receiver. The

receiver knows the probabilities pi with which the indi-

vidual code words i appear, but apart from that, he does not

know the content of the message before receiving it. Thus,

before receiving the message, his uncertainty about the

actual content of the message to be received is given by the

entropy

I ¼ �
X

i

pi log pi ð1Þ

where we take the binary logarithm (that is, log 2 = 1).3

The standard convention 0 log 0 = 0 expresses the fact that

no information is gained from events that cannot occur.

Also, when some pi = 1 (and consequently all the other

pj = 0), we use 1 log 1 = 0, meaning that when we are

already certain about an event, we do not gain information

either.

The formula (1) leads to equating the information con-

tent of the received message with the uncertainty present

before receiving it, and that uncertainty is quantified by the

entropy (1). In that sense, the information received is a

reduction of uncertainty. Uncertainty, as expressed by the

entropy (1), is converted into information. This is similar to

a conversion of potential energy into kinetic energy. The

reduction of one is the gain of the other, and the quantities

are the same, and are measured in the same units. Thus, for

our purposes, entropy is equivalent to potential

information.

Ensemble and sequence entropy

In our applications to molecular biology, we shall be

concerned with sequences (of nucleotides or amino acids).

For such a sequence, we want to know its composition, that

is, we want to know which element (nucleotide or amino

acid , resp.) occurs at each position. This is the information

we are after. For formalizing this, there exist two alterna-

tive approaches, and in this section, we want to discuss

those. One approach consists in simply taking the set of all

possible sequences under the given circumstances as an

ensemble and then quantify how much information is

needed to specify a particular sequence within this

ensemble. The other approach looks at the individual

positions in the sequence in turn and quantifies how much

information is needed to specify which nucleotide or amino

acid occurs at that particular position. When we do this for

each position and take correlations between the various

positions into account, we can again quantify the infor-

mation needed to determine the composition of our

sequence. We shall now describe these two approaches in

more formal terms.

Suppose that we are given an ensemble of N items of M

different types x with relative frequencies or probabilities

p(x).4 The information about the size of the ensemble is

given by log2 N. Since this is so simple we shall mostly

suppress it in the sequel. The ensemble entropy is then

given by

I ¼ �
X

x

pðxÞ log pðxÞ ð2Þ

Without further knowledge, all the relative frequencies p(x)

should be assumed equal, according to Jaynes’ principle of

maximal ignorance, and

I ¼ log M: ð3Þ

This is the maximal possible value of I, given the

number of types. Refinements through additional

knowledge then decrease the entropy; examples include

• observations of relative frequencies, restriction of the

ensemble, or

• encoding of regularities, or
3 The negative sign in front of the sum arises here to make the whole

expression positive, because the pi take values between 0 and 1, and

therefore, their logarithms are negative. Equivalently, we may write

I ¼
P

i pi log 1
pi
; that is, absorb the minus sign inside the logarithm. 4 ‘‘Relative’’ here expresses the normalization

P
x p(x) = 1.
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• physical considerations, where we have some kind of

an energy function, in the terminology of statistical

physics a Hamiltonian H that leads to the Boltzmann-

Gibbs distribution

pðxÞ ¼ 1

Z
e�bHðxÞ: ð4Þ

(Here, the factor Z, the so-called partition function,

serves to achieve the normalization
P

x p(x) = 1, and b
is a factor that regulates how strongly differences in the

value H(x) of the Hamiltonian translate into differences

in probability.)

In molecular biology, we are not working with arbitrary

ensembles, but often with ensembles of sequences, and for

such ensembles, there is an alternative approach to entropy.

Let S be a sequence of length n of ‘‘symbols‘‘ a drawn from

an ‘‘alphabet’’ A of size |A|, occurring with relative

frequencies pa. Each position in the sequence then has

entropy Ipos = –
P

a pa log pa. Without further knowledge

about sequence regularities, S has entropy

IS ¼ nIpos ¼ �n
X

a

pa log pa: ð5Þ

Here, without further knowledge, all the pa are equal

(=1/|A|) so that

�
X

a

pa log pa ¼ log jAj; ð6Þ

and

IS ¼ n log jAj: ð7Þ

Since there are M: = |A|n different such sequences, this

is the same as the ensemble entropy log M above, cf. (3).

Again, refinements through additional knowledge decrease

entropy; examples include

• unequal distribution of the pa, in which case (5)

becomes smaller than (7), or

• sequence correlations leading to the consideration of

block entropies

�
X

m

pm log pm; m ¼ block of length l: ð8Þ

The block entropies become smaller than the entropy

(5) when the probability of occurrence of a symbol at a

particular position also depends on the symbols in its

vicinity. In other words, sequence entropy can get

decreased when the symbol probabilities are context

dependent.

One should note, however, that the computation of

block entropies is numerically feasible only for relative

small values of the block length l. This is not quite as

bad as expected because by the Shannon-MacMillan-

Breiman theorem, the effective number of blocks is

2l Ipos ð9Þ

instead of the larger number |A|l of all possible blocks.

Also, iterative computation in terms of increasing block

length allows for exploiting regularities efficiently.

Below, we shall briefly consider this both for nucleo-

tide and amino acid sequences.

Ensemble and sequence entropy represent two different

ways of computing the same quantity, and they should

therefore yield the same value. Estimates for these

quantity, however, can be different, because they will

employ different aspects. Thus, whereas in the case of

uniform probabilities, the values (3) and (7) coincide, in

other cases the estimates for the sequence entropy can yield

much larger values than the ensemble entropy. The reason

is that it is difficult to capture all the regularities present in

an ensemble through sequence correlations, as long range

correlations are not easy to track and numerically expen-

sive to include.

Applications of information theory to molecular biology

The application of information theory to molecular biology

has been controversial. To clarify the issue, the following

point might be useful. Usually, information theory is

applied to messages. A message contains information when

before receiving it one does not know the sequence of

symbols in the message, that is, once the message is known

that previous uncertainty is reduced. Shannon’s informa-

tion measure quantifies that reduction of uncertainty, that

is, the difference in knowledge before and after receiving

the message. This suggests that, likewise, a stretch of DNA

contains information about polypeptides or phenotypic

properties because knowing that DNA sequence allows one

to deduce the composition of those polypeptides or those

phenotypic properties. Of course, because of the interven-

tion of other factors, the knowledge of the DNA does not

lead to complete knowledge of the relevant polypeptides or

phenotypes. The point is, however, that knowing the DNA

reduces the uncertainty about those polypeptides or phe-

notypes, and this then leads to a quantification of the

information contained in the DNA. The remaining uncer-

tainty then is assigned to other factors, and the

corresponding information can then also be quantified.

The point we are emphasizing here in order to avoid

misconceptions about genetic information [see e.g. Steg-

mann (2005) for a recent discussion] is that for quantifying

information one needs to specify first about what there is

uncertainty. Uncertainty about sequence identity is
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different from information about types and numbers of

polypeptide chains in a cell, and consequently, the infor-

mation content is different as well. Below, we shall treat

those different situations in turn. More precisely, we shall

look at sequence, product, and process information. In each

case, the information measure will be different.

In information theory, the message from the sender to

the receiver has to pass through a channel, and the latter

may not faithfully transmit everything emitted by the

sender. The channel may introduce noise, that is, random

distortions or modifications of the message. Also, there

may be systematic effects decreasing the information

content of the message. Different messages may be

received as the same message. This is called redundancy.

Redundancy can have the positive effect of error tolerance,

in the context of a triplet coding for an amino acid meaning

that certain mutations do not affect the amino acid coded

for. Indeed, for the receiver, it does not matter which of

those different messages have been chosen by the sender as

long as the received message remains the same. Thus, the

sender can make some errors as long as they do not change

the message for the receiver.

In particular, the genetic code is redundant in the sense

that the genome as the sender emits nucleotide triplets

while the proteome as the receiver obtains amino acids, and

several triplets of different chemical composition lead to

the same amino acid.5

The application of information theory to molecular

biology, however, should go beyond the relationship

between individual nucleotide triplets and amino acids. A

nucleotide and an amino acid not only have their specific

chemical identity, but they are also parts of sequences, the

DNA sequence, or a polypeptide chain constituting (part

of) a protein. As such, in addition to their chemical com-

position, they are characterized by their position within that

specific sequence. Moreover, the relationship between such

a triplet in a specific position and the amino acids coded for

by that triplet is not a relationship between individual

physical objects, insofar as in a given cell, the triplet is

usually expressed several times, and in different polypep-

tides. Each amino acid produced from the triplet can be

considered as a physical instantiation of this particular

triplet, and of no other triplet. There are many chemically

identical triplets in the DNA, but the given amino acid as a

concrete physical object is derived from precisely one such

triplet.

Considering it that way, however, falls short of under-

standing the expression process, and if that were all that

information theory can contribute, its usefulness would be

rather limited. While in principle we can follow a specific

expression pathway and trace the origin of a given amino

acid back to a single triplet at its location in the DNA, the

formation of that amino acid requires additional ingredients

along the expression pathway. Some ingredients come from

the cis DNA region containing that triplet. For instance the

nucleotide sequence encoded in a promoter region is also

needed, and enhancer and repressor sequences affect the

expression. Factors in trans, which are specific for the intra-

and extracellular environment, also guide the expression.

The point in time within the processing sequence also

affects the outcome. Thus, the relationship between specific

individual chemical units is superseded by processing

information that does not implement itself physically in the

final product. So, on one hand, when tracing the process

back in time, we have a relationship between individual

chemical substances determined by their locations within

specific sequences, while on the other hand, when going

forward in time, we have the combination of cis and trans

ingredients determining in which and in how many numbers

of polypeptides a given triplet is expressed.

Product information

Information in cis

The coding sequence We have four different nucleotides,

A, C, G, and T, of which DNA sequences are composed.

When each of them occurs with relative frequency pi (i =

A,C,G,T), each position contributes an information of

Inuc ¼ �
X

i¼A;C;G;T

pi log pi bits ð10Þ

In particular, when they are equidistributed, that is all

pi = 1/4, this information is 2 (bits). When all positions in a

sequence of length N are independent, the sequence

information then is Iseq = N Inuc. Sequence correlations,

however, will decrease that information. To make this

precise, we need an ensemble of sequences s, and we

consider subsequences of length l6 in this ensemble and the

block entropies –
P

m pm log pm (summing over all such

subsequences m of length l, denoting their relative fre-

quencies in our ensemble by pm) and let the length l become

sufficiently large to capture all such sequence correlations.

5 When looking at finer details of the regulation process, however,

that redundancy dissolves. For example, the splicing process depends

on certain recognition sites in exonic regions for the formation of

certain RNPs, and here, triplets that translate into the same amino acid

can be functionally different. Also, even at the translation stage, the

frequency of translation depends on the presence of the appropriate

tRNAs, and the more frequent triplets might also have more tRNA

partners and are therefore also more frequently translated. Thus,

different frequencies of triplets coding for the same amino acid can

make a functional difference in the cell.

6 Here, biochemically, one should think of oligonucleotides; for

example, l = 2 means pairs of nucleotides, l = 3 triplets, and so on.
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(In principle, such an analysis is even meaningful when our

ensemble consists of a single sequence only, as long as l

remains small compared with the sequence length; in any

case, the maximal value of l for which the block entropies

can be computed in practice is rather small).7

We now consider triplets of nucleotides as such triplets

are the subsequences coding for amino acids. In particular,

when all 64 triplets (including the 2 start/stop codons) are

equally frequent (and hence, also the nucleotides are

equidistributed), each such triplet contains an amount of

Itri = 3Inuc = 6 bits of information. There are 20 amino

acids out of which polypeptides can be composed; we

denote the relative frequency of an amino acid referred to

by the index a by pa. An amino acid thus on average

requires for its specification an information of

Iaa ¼ �
X

a

pa log pa bits: ð11Þ

When all these frequencies are equal, Iaa = log 20.

Due to the degeneracy of the genetic code which leads

to redundant coding for amino acids, the information

needed to specify an amino acid is smaller than the one

contained in a triplet (log 20 \ log 64 = 6).

Again, sequence correlations will decrease that infor-

mation. In an ensemble of polypeptide chains, we consider

subsequences of length l and the block entropies –
P

r pr

log pr for subsequences r of length l with relative

frequencies pr and let the length l become sufficiently

large to capture as many sequence correlations as feasible.

Again, the maximal value of l for which the block entropies

can be effectively computed is rather small.8 When f

denotes the relation between triplets and amino acids, that

is, f(r) = a when the triplet r codes for the amino acid a,

and if we put pðrjaÞ ¼ pðrÞP
q:f ðqÞ¼a

pðqÞ (conditional probability

for a triplet r given the amino acid a it codes for) when

f(r) = a, the mutual information between the collections of

individual triplets and amino acids is given by

Itri;aa ¼ Itri � ð�
X

a

pað
X

r:f ðrÞ¼a

pðrjaÞ log pðrjaÞÞÞ: ð12Þ

The second term on the right hand side of this equation is

the average of a function of the amino acids, where these

amino acids are weighted with their relative frequencies.

That function is the uncertainty for a given amino acid

about the coding triplet. This term thus is the conditional

entropy, that is, information, for the triplets given an amino

acid, and it quantifies the redundancy of the genetic code.

By symmetry of the mutual information (an elementary

mathematical result, see Cover (1991)], Itri,aa = Iaa,tri, the

information gained about an amino acid from knowing a

triplet. Since a triplet specifies a single type of amino acid,

this expression in turn simply equals Iaa, the information

contained in an amino acid.

Again, since there are sequence correlations, the average

information needed to specify a polypeptide consisting of n

amino acids is smaller than n Iaa. Thus, also the mutual

information between nucleotide and polypeptide sequences

will be different from n Itri,aa.

We should point out that here we have computed the

mutual information between the chemical compositions of

amino acids and polypeptides on one hand and triplets or

nucleic acid sequences on the other hand. It is a different

question to infer the location of such a triplet in the DNA

sequence given the chemical identity of an amino acid or

polypeptide.

So far, we have presented the standard application of

information theory to molecular biology. This, however, is

of rather limited use, and we shall now proceed in a

different direction, more in line with the general aims of

this paper.

Positional information within the coding region When

we consider the formation of an amino acid or a poly-

peptide, not only the chemical identity of the coding

triplets is relevant. There are many chemically identical

triplets in the DNA, but only one out of those is the origin

of a specific given amino acid in a peptide. That triplet can

be characterised and distinguished from others by its

position in the nucleotide sequence constituting the DNA.

This leads us to the information needed to determine that

position. The position can for example be described by a

coding region or maximal ORF, the sequential number of

an exon within that ORF, and the position inside that exon,

in an analogous manner as one localizes a word in a book

by specifying a chapter, a page within that chapter, and a

position on that page.

Thus, when considering an individual amino acid, one

can quantify the positional information about the location

of the triplet coding for it in the DNA. Of course, this

information cannot be derived from the triplet in isolation.

Not only is the chemical identity of that triplet ambiguous

because of the redundancy of the genetic code as analyzed

above, but there are also many chemically identical triplets

within the DNA. Therefore, the corresponding entropy, that

means uncertainty, is rather high.

7 For l = 12, for instance, it seems that one needs to count the

frequencies of 412 different subsequences. As mentioned above,

however, typically already for smaller values of l, not all 4l

possibilities are realized, and one can use such findings in an iterative

manner to reduce the number of possibilities that one has to check for

larger values of l.
8 In fact, in the investigations of B.L.Hao and his group, it was found

(personal communication) that going beyond l = 5 (pentapeptides) or

6 (hexapeptides) yields very little additional information and in

practice rather obscures patterns.
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If we use context information, however, the situation

changes. The context information comes from the poly-

peptide chain the amino acid is contained in. Typically,

when we know such a polypeptide chain we can uniquely

and unambigously identify the coding regions and exons

where it is derived from, and inside such an exon, we can

then also identify at DNA level the triplet from which our

amino acid is expressed. (There exist exceptions to this due

to the phenomenon of gene duplication, that is identical

genomic regions located at different positions in the DNA

coding for the same functional product.) We should point

out, however, that we are assuming here that the DNA

sequence as such is known and the only uncertainty is

about the location of some triplet within that sequence. We

have already discussed above, how to quantify the

sequence information of the DNA. That information then

is assumed to be known in either case considered here, that

is, both, when we only know the amino acid in question

and want to determine the position of the triplet in the DNA

from which it is derived or when, in addition, we have the

knowledge about the polypeptide chain containing that

amino acid at our disposal. Thus, the alternative is between

specifying the position of a triplet in the DNA sequence

simply by counting, as described above, or using context

information, that is, identifying the polypeptide chain

containing the amino acid.9 That latter information will be

discussed below. It depends on what class of polypeptide

chains the analysis is based. In other words, we need a list

of relevant proteins. The information contained in that list,

as usual, depends on what we assume as known, for

example certain biochemical rules that exclude some

amino acid combinations, the species to which the

organism in question belongs, or a specific cell type.

The ensemble of products derived from a coding DNA

region We now leave behind the standard application of

information theory to molecular biology and come to an

important issue. In a living cell, from one single coding

region or ORF, often a large number of polypeptides is

produced, and those may be of different types, because of

differential splicing and other regulation processes. Thus,

we should not consider the relationship between a single

DNA region and a single polypeptide, but rather the one

between such a single DNA region and an ensemble of

polypeptides. It is here that, in regulation, the program that

we are calling the genon enters and provides specific

information about the final product from our coding region

that is not contained in that coding region itself; the

information theoretic analysis should separate these

respective contributions. Also, the contributions from the

cis and trans programs interact here, and they should then

be quantified in information theoretic terms.

For evaluating the information provided by the genon,

we need to consider the ensemble of polypeptide chains

produced under specified conditions, for example those

expressed in a given cell or those that can be expressed by

the genome in question. Here, when we speak of an

ensemble, we always mean a collection of physical objects.

These objects may belong to different types, but typically,

types are represented by several of such objects, that is, not

all of the objects represent different types. Thus, our

ensemble consisting of individual physical objects is

characterized by the types x to which these objects belong

and their relative frequencies px with which they occur

among these objects (plus an integer for the absolute size of

the ensemble, as the px are defined as relative frequencies

and not as absolute ones). Thus, we consider the ensemble

of polypeptide chains produced under some specified

conditions, and for each type x of polypeptide represented

in the ensemble, we let px denote its relative frequency. We

compare these relative frequencies px of the different types

x with the relative frequencies qx with which they can be

derived from the DNA region containing the exons of the

coding sequence under consideration. Of course, most qx

will be 0 because any coding region can be expressed only

in a small fraction of the polypeptides present in the cell or

derivable from the genome. We consider now the

difference

Icis ¼ �
X

x

ðpx log px � qx log qxÞ: ð13Þ

Here, the first term is the uncertainty about a polypeptide

when we do not know the coding DNA sequence, whereas

the second term, which is negative, that is, subtracted from

the first one, quantifies the remaining uncertainty when we

already know that coding DNA sequence.

In view of the preceding, we expect that Icis is quite

large. In that sense, our coding region encodes a lot of

information about functional products. We emphasize once

more that this quantity depends on the ensemble (x,px). As

explained in the introduction, information is measured as a

reduction of uncertainty, and therefore, we need to specify

first about what there is uncertainty. In principle, we could

consider all biochemically possible polypeptides x, even

though it might be difficult to assign probabilities px to

them. That is the situation where we don’t admit any

information about the genome or cell in question. We could

also be more specific and admit some of the latter

information. In that situation, our initial uncertainty is

smaller because we already have some knowledge about

which polypeptide chains could possibly occur. Therefore,

9 Assuming, for simplicity, that then the coding region in the DNA is

uniquely determined; in any case, even though that need not strictly

hold, the number of possible coding regions for a given polypeptide

chain is rather small, and therefore, there is little remaining

uncertainty.
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the knowledge of the coding region tells us less that we did

not already know than in the previous situation. This issue

will again be taken up in the next section.

There is one remark of fundamental importance here:

while the term –
P

x px log px in (13) is rather arbitrary

because it depends on the choice of the ensemble of

possible x, like all combinatorially possible, all chemically

possible polypeptides, or all polypeptides occuring in a

given organism or cell (an issue to be returned to below),

the other term, –
P

x qx log qx is not arbitrary at all, because

it is derived from the frequencies of the products derived

from our coding region under given circumstances. It is this

latter term that is important for us and to which we shall

turn in the next section.

In any case, the reader should note that compared to the

beginning where we have discussed the coding information

contained in a sequence, we have now completely shifted

the perspective. In (13), the contribution of a cis coding

region is now a residual term that is obtained by subtracting

from an ensemble entropy the contribution of the regula-

tion by genon (and transgenon).

Information provided by the genon in an ensemble of

functional products derived from a coding region in the

DNA

We have quantified the types and numbers of polypeptides

derived from a given coding region (genomic domain) by

the second term in (13), that is,

�
X

x

qx log qx: ð14Þ

This information cannot be found in the coding region, but

is rather provided by the (proto-, pre-)genon (and the

transgenon, a distinction to be addressed below). We now

wish to analyze that genon contribution for the transition

from the coding region to the gene in terms of information

theory. In order to simplify the presentation, we start with a

triplet of nucleotides in the DNA and follow its expression

path. Along this path, regulation by other factors will

determine the fate of the transcripts, i.e., its products, and

we shall understand that as an information contribution.

Within the total protein content of a cell, we consider the

ensemble of amino acids derived from the given triplet in

the DNA. Whereas the chemical structure of these amino

acids is the same, their number, that is, the number of copies

derived from the same triplet, may vary. In addition, due to

differential regulatory effects on the expression pathway,

for instance differential splicing, these amino acids may

find themselves in structurally different polypeptide chains.

The corresponding types we identify by the index x. The

information content of this ensemble of polypeptide chains

now depends on what we are ready to assume as given.

Before listing some possibilities for quantifying that

information content, we recall a general observation from

our above discussion of the entropy: When we have a

collection of physical objects, we can either list them as

such, or we can seek regularities, for example identify

types represented by several individual objects, to achieve

a more compact representation. In the sequel, we shall

begin with the naive list and then proceed to a represen-

tation in terms of types x and their relative frequencies px.

1. Explicit description of all physically present poly-

peptides in the cell containing an amino acid derived

from the triplet under consideration. When no further

regularities are taken into account, this becomes n0 Iaa

where n0 is the combined length of all these chains.10

Of course, this is only a coarse, and not very helpful,

upper estimate of the necessary information. For

example, when the ensemble contains several copies,

say m, of one particular polypeptide of length n, then

the corresponding information can already be

described by at most log m + n Iaa bits instead of

the typically much larger number of mnIaa bits. Also,

as already discussed above, we can exploit sequence

regularities for the individual polypeptide chains to get

below n Iaa bits for such a chain.

2. The preceding used the class of all possible types of

polypeptides. This class, however, is too large to

distinguish between the different information contri-

butions. For determining the contribution of the

protogenon, we should use the class of all polypeptide

chains that can be produced from the same coding

sequence in the DNA, under a set of specified trans

conditions. Likewise, at the level of the pre-mRNA,

the possibilities are already more reduced, and the

selection between them is now governed by the

pregenon. At the level of the mRNA, it is then the

genon that is responsible for selective gene expression.

Since the same type of information theoretic analysis

can be applied at each level, we shall now discuss the

protogenon. The pregenon and the genon then can be

handled analogously, by simply replacing the different

coding regions in the DNA eventually contributing to

the final product by those present in the unprocessed

pre-mRNA or the unique one in the mRNA.

So, we return to the ensemble of products that can be

derived from a given coding region in the DNA. Each

10 This is made more precise in the Shannon-MacMillan-Breiman

theorem which tells us that the effective number of different

sequences that need to be considered is 2n0Iaa which unless the 20

different amino acids are equidistributed is smaller than 20n0 : The

other sequences occur with negligibly small probability. When we

take sequence regularities into account, this effective number gets

smaller.
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type x of polypeptide chains present in that ensemble

has a relative frequency qx, and the average informa-

tion gained by observing a specific such polypeptide

chain (pc) then is

Ipc ¼ �
X

x

qx log qx: ð15Þ

If only one type of polypeptide chain is produced, this

information vanishes. In that case, the product resulting

from our triplet is already completely determined by

cis, ignoring at this point the contributions of the

program in trans. In order to take account of the

important biological fact of non-expression, in

particular by repression, the setting should be refined

by also allowing for the possibility that no polypeptide

at all is produced. Formally, this is handled by also

including the empty polypeptide in the collection of

types x, and assigning the appropriate probability to

non-expression. Thus, whenever our triplet is contained

in an exon and can be expressed, the ensemble has at

least two members, one corresponding to suppression

of expression, the other(s) to successful expression.

Thus, Ipc is non-zero, except for the cases where the

triplet either is never expressed or where it is always

expressed in the same polypeptide. Since in (15), we

are considering only relative frequencies, this

expression does not yet capture the full information

of the ensemble because it does not reflect its size, that

is, the total number m of polypeptide chains present in

our ensemble. Therefore, we should refine (15) as

I0
pc ¼ �

X

x

qx log qx þ log m: ð16Þ

There are three essential steps involved in going from

our triplet to the polypeptide ensemble with entropy

given by (15) or (16). The first step is the transcription

which is a multiplying step in the sense that it deter-

mines how often the triplet is transcribed. (Of course, for

the pregenon or the genon, this step is no longer rele-

vant.) Out of the genomic region containing our triplet, a

certain number of transcripts is produced. All those

transcripts have the same composition, and thus, here

only a factor, but no diversity is produced. The next step

is the regulation taking place on the expression pathway.

Here, no multiplication takes place as the final mRNA is

formed from those transcripts (except for the indirect

effect that certain RNAs might be processed faster than

others originating from the same coding sequence in the

DNA). The regulation here can be enhancing as well as

repressing. Details have been discussed in the preceding

chapters. The key point is that here, at the end of the

regulation process, the diversity of the final ensemble is

determined. The final step, translation, again yields a

multiplicative factor as the number of times a given

mRNA is translated, but no further diversity because the

final mRNA already completely determines the com-

position of the polypeptide.

We can perform the same type of analysis for larger cis

regions than triplets, for example for DNA domains

containing fragments of coding sequences or ORFs. The

information measures will differ when we have overlapping

ORFs, that is, when one triplet belongs to several ORFs as in

the case of alternative splicing or other forms of differential

processing. In that case, the uncertainty about the products

derived from the triplet needs to take the uncertainties about

the final products about all those ORFs into account.

In particular, we can then compare the information

provided by different DNA domains and thereby specify

the information content of the protogenon. Let us consider

a sequence s of nucleotides in the DNA, for example again

a coding triplet, to start with the smallest unit relevant for

the present purpose. As explained above, we have the

uncertainty about the ensemble of polypeptides containing

a piece of a polypeptide chain, like an amino acid in the

case of a triplet, derived from s, expressed through the

conditional entropy defined as

HðxjsÞ :¼ �
X

x

qx log qx: ð17Þ

Now, when we know a longer sequence S containing the

original s, then we can compute the corresponding quantity

H(x|S) (where the x as before stand for those polypeptide

chains that contain amino acids derived from s) which now is

smaller because the additional information of S\s (the rest of

S when s is taken away) now makes more specific predictions

of the polypeptide chains possible. The important quantity

expressing how much the fate of the products derived from

s is constrained by the surrounding region S then is

HðxjsÞ � HðxjSÞ: ð18Þ

Given s, and thus the ensemble determined by (x,qx), we

can then let the surrounding region S vary and detect from

(18) the amount of allo-determination of the products

derived from s.

We are now in a position to assess the information

content of the protogenon. Here, we take as s (fragments

of) the coding sequence for some gene, while S is a larger

DNA region containing regulatory elements or other pro-

tein binding sites that are not part of the coding sequence,

introns etc. The expression H(x|s) – H(x|S) from (18) then

quantifies the information contribution of the part of the

genon captured by S.

When we wish to analyze a specific transgenon and its

information contribution, then, instead of adding some
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further cis elements to the original sequence s, we now take

some factors from trans. Then the analysis proceeds as

developed above for the cis genon.

In any case, when s again is our coding region, the

uncertainty

HðxjsÞ ¼ �
X

x

qðxÞ log qðxÞ ð19Þ

is precisely the amount of information about the products

derived from s that comes from outside s, that is from the

genon and its precursors, from the transgenon, and from

external factors. By varying S, we can then quantify the

various individual contributions.

Before proceeding, let us briefly make the following

remark: whereas here we have considered the situation for

P-genes, the case of R-genes can be handled by the same type

of analysis. Futhermore, let us recall that our analysis dealt

only with the assembly of sequences during processing

and differential splicing, leaving aside all other regulative

interventions controlling gene expression in space and time.

Sequence information of the genon

There is a different, but somewhat coarser, method of

estimating the information provided by the (proto-, pre-)

genon. To see this, we consider a polypeptide and look

again at the case of the protogenon; we shall ask about all

the DNA sites that contributed to its formation, that is,

both, the coding triplets and the ones from regulatory

regions that guide the process leading to that polypeptide.

In ‘‘The coding region’’ above, we have already studied the

sequence informations for the polypeptide and the corre-

sponding coding region in the DNA. By the same method,

we can then also evaluate the sequence information of non-

coding regulatory sites, both in cis and in trans, i.e., either

present in the cisgenon or provided by factors from the

transgenon. The former include stop codons, enhancer,

promoter, repressor sites, introns that play a role in the

expression pathway as binding sites for certain proteins,

and the like. The relevant part of the holo-transgenon

derives from the coding regions for transcription factors

and all other proteins regulating or interfering with the

expression pathway.

There is a problem with this approach, however. The

reason is that many of the regulatory elements, while being

specific to a certain degree, need not only affect the poly-

peptide under consideration, but also interact with the

regulation of other polypeptides. Therefore, the simple sum

over the sequence entropy of all contributing sites seems to

overestimate their specific information content. Putting it

another way, when we consider two different polypeptides,

we are not allowed to simply add the corresponding sequence

entropies because some of the factors may contribute to both

of them, leading to an overestimate for the information

needed for the two polypeptides. Nevertheless, this approach

might be useful in deriving some upper bounds for the

information needed to produce a polypeptide.

Process information provided by the genon

In this section, we want to investigate the information

theoretic aspects of the genon, accompanying the potential

gene on the expression pathway, from a different point of

view. For that purpose, we shall analyze the relative con-

tribution of cis signals and trans factors to the information

needed to express a specific gene. The basic situation is

that the cis region provides certain control signals, like

enhancers at the DNA stage or binding sites for proteins

forming RNP complexes at the RNA stage, whereas those

binding factors then constitute the transgenon.

The genon in cis

The contribution of the cis region with its combination of

binding oligomotifs consists in a preselection of the pos-

sible binding elements at the particular site under

consideration, out of all the proteins in the cell that can

bind to DNA or RNA. We first consider one particular site

s in cis, and assume for the moment that precisely one

protein can bind at that site. Let py denote the relative

frequency of the RNA or DNA binding protein y in the cell,

and let qy be the relative affinity of y at the site under

consideration. For most y, qy will be 0, because binding

requires a special affinity to the site in question. We con-

sider thus the quantitiy

Is :¼ �
X

y

py log py þ
X

y

qy log qy ð20Þ

where the first term represents the uncertainty about a

protein in the cell without knowing the binding site,

whereas the second term, which again is negative, that is,

subtracted from the first one, represents the remaining

uncertainty when we know the binding site, that is, when

we only consider those proteins that could possibly bind at

that site and their binding affinities. In view of the pre-

ceding, Is is expected to be rather large, and this expression

quantifies the specificity of the site.

The basic case from which to start thinking about the

genon is where the whole expression pathway is solely

controlled by cis, in the sense that all necessary factors are

provided by the program represented by the transgenon,
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and any specificity is entirely due to selection by cis of

binding factors. In that case, all qy = 0 or 1, and (20)

becomes

Is ¼ �
X

y

py log py: ð21Þ

We have thus considered the most elementary situation.

When it comes to processes of differential expression, for

example in response to external signals, the ensemble of

trans factors becomes variable, and therefore, we need to

assign non-trivial qy to some factors, and so we are back to

(20).

Still, this needs to be expanded in two directions. First, a

cis region can, and typically does, contain more than one

protein binding site. When the binding properties of these

sites are independent of each other, we can simply sum the

expression given in (20) over all those sites, to get the

process information content of that cis region. Such an

independence holds when one only considers linearly RNA

binding polypeptides.

In other situations, we need to modify this expression by

taking correlations into account as in the previous sections.

Second, there is an important combinatorial aspect because

at one site, usually not a single polypeptide is binding, but

some combination of such polypeptides that then biochem-

ically form a quartenary protein complex. Furthermore,

some other proteins facilitate or inhibit the binding of certain

other ones. Therefore, instead of single proteins, we need to

consider protein combinations, as in a language where

instead of individual phonems or letters, one rather takes

morphems or words as basic elements. The principle

expressed in (20) still applies when one substitutes protein

combinations for isolated proteins.

In summary, the process information content of a cis

region is quantified by a reduction of possibilities. There-

fore, it cannot be computed directly from the nucleotides

forming the region, but rather depends on the proteome in

the cell. This may seem paradoxical, namely that we can-

not compute the information contribution of a DNA region

by looking at the nucleotides, but rather need to compare

the number of possible binding proteins with the smaller

number of those actually capable of binding to that par-

ticular region. Of course, it is determined by the latter’s

nucleotides which proteins can bind there and which ones

can’t, but in order to do the computation we need to know

which trans factors are the candidates.

The contribution of the transgenon

Conversely, the information contribution coming from trans

simply consists in the selection of those factors that actually

bind to a given (proto/pre)genon, out of those possibilities

allowed by the structure of the signals in the DNA domain

as composed by its nucleotides. Thus, here the difference is

between those that can possibly bind, given the concrete

nucleotides, and those that are actually provided by the

holo-transgenon of the given cell. Returning to (20), the

uncertainty left after evaluating the information provided by

cis is the term –
P

y qy log qy incorporating the affinities (or

the corresponding expression taking into account all the

binding sites of a given cis region and their combinatorics,

that is, the combination rules for the binding of several

different trans factors at neighboring or otherwise related

sites). The cis region allows certain proteins to bind, but it

does not completely specify which ones will actually be

bound. That selection is the important trans contribution

that constitutes the regulation process. Therefore, when a

particular protein has bound to a particular site, that site has

gained an information –
P

yqylogqy. According to our

information theoretical scheme, that information is not

assigned to the cis site, but rather considered as provided by

the transgenon. In the terminology of information theory,

cis here is considered as the receiver for a message sent by

trans, and that message consists in the specification of the

binding protein.

Conclusion

The crucial entropy (14)

�
X

x

qx log qx ð22Þ

expressing the information contributed by the genon to a

given product is typically quite small because the number

of different products that can be derived from a given ORF

or transcript is rather limited (detailed numerical examples

will be presented in a subsequent paper). On one hand, it is

much smaller than the term –
P

x px log px in (13), making

Icis large. On the other hand, it is also much smaller than

either the sequence information or the process information

of the genon. Thus, it seems that a considerable loss of

information is occurring between what is present in the

genon and what is remaining in the product. We have

already discussed another loss of information, quantified in

(13), from the information contained in a triplet to the one

expressed in an amino acid. That loss of information comes

from the redundancy of the genetic code. The standard

explanation of this phenomenon is that pairs of nucleotides

can specify at most 4 · 4 = 16 amino acids, so that one

needs triplets which then could specify 4 · 4 · 4 = 64

amino acids, whereas only 20 are needed. In other words,

the coding scheme here necessitates that more alternatives

are potentially available than actually required. That

redundancy can then be positively utilized for a certain
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error tolerance. For example, the coding of several amino

acids is not sensitive to some mutations of the third posi-

tion in the triplet. Also, portions of the coding sequence can

form oligomotifs for the binding of proteins, and here

different triplets while encoding the same amino acid could

bind different proteins. Thus, the redundancy of the genetic

code can be positively utilized for regulatory purposes.

The case of the genon seems different. First of all, in our

computations of information, we have ignored an important

aspect of the contribution of the genon. The genon not only

decides what is produced among the alternatives provided

by the coding sequence at DNA level, and in which

quantities, but also at which place in the cell and at what

time, within development and differentiation and the cell

cycle, it is produced. In principle, one could also quantify

this in information theoretic terms. For that, one would

need to identify the spatial and temporal scale at which

significant differences within the cell and its life occur.

Another explanation for the apparent information loss

concerning the genon can be offered in terms of Ashby’s

law of requisite variety (Ashby 1956, p. 202ff). That law is

concerned with control or regulation in the presence of

external perturbations. The aim of that control then is a

reduction of variety, in order to keep the system as close as

possible to the goal state. In other words, in spite of per-

turbations with high variety that could affect the system’s

internal state, the system should be kept in a state of low

variety. Thus, control should prevent the transmission of

variety from the environment into the system. Hence,

control seeks to reduce variety, in contrast to information

transmission that aims at conserving variety. Active control

then has to compensate each disturbance by a suitable

counteraction. In particular, it needs to react differently to

different perturbations. Therefore, at least as many differ-

ent counteractions are required as there are disturbances,

and the internal variety of the control must be at least as

great as the external variety of disturbances to be com-

pensated. This then might also provide an explanation for

the difference between the large sequence and process

information contained in and provided by genon and

transgenon and the small entropy contributed to the

ensemble of products. Genon and transgenon achieve

robust regulation in a setting of many external influences

and perturbations, and the large sequence and process

information might be required in order to maintain con-

centrations of vital polypeptides and proteins in a manner

that is adapted to the state of the cell’s environment, but

stable against disturbances. The difference between the

sequence or process entropy of the genon on one hand and

the product entropy it contributes then expresses the

amount of control and regulation of gene expression

achieved by the genon. More precisely, this yields an upper

estimate, as we do not know whether the efficiency of the

genon is optimal. General evolutionary considerations

might suggest, however, that the control and regulation is

not too far from being optimal.

Concluding remarks

In this paper, we have developed a definition of the gene

that conceptually separates the gene as a product, from the

genetic information relating to the regulation of gene

expression, the latter being defined within the genon con-

cept (Scherrer and Jost 2007). In particular, we give up the

notion of the correspondence of the gene as a functional unit

and as a DNA locus. Classically, in the work of Mendel,

Morgan and including Benzer, the gene had been consid-

ered as an inheritable function and basis of genetic analysis.

In the sixties, knowledge about its physical basis in terms of

DNA led to a picture where gene and DNA locus were

equated. Such a picture, however, is simplistic because it

ignores the basic fact that many steps of gene regulation are

necessary to transform a genomic sequence into a collection

of functional products. Crucial information necessary for

this regulation process is also stored in the DNA, but obeys

a different code. The gene-product is determined by the

genetic code and the mechanisms of protein biosynthesis

whereas regulation generally is subject to sequence-related

macromolecular interaction, producing higher order com-

plexes of DNA and RNA, involving formation of RNA–

protein complexes or hybrids with regulating RNAs. Thus,

both the codes and the biochemical mechanisms behind

translation into a product and regulating transcription and

expression, while interrelated, are clearly distinct. There-

fore, a conceptually clear and practically useful gene

concept needs to distinguish these two types of information,

product versus process information, gene versus genon.

This emphasis distinguishes our approach both from

DNA sequence based definitions in the wake of the human

genome sequencing project that lost the functional aspect

out of sight, and from more recent definitions that are

motivated by the ENCODE project (ENCODE Project

Consortium 2007) that aims at a systematic description and

classification of transcripts and lead to a conceptual hybrid

between coding and functional aspects and attempt to omit

regulation entirely from the gene concept (Gerstein et al.

2007; Gingeras 2007).

To put it differently: Since there are two distinct aspects

involved in the production of a collection of polypeptides

from coding fragments in the DNA, namely translation of

triplets into amino acids, and regulation of the assembly of

those sequences of triplets from the initiation of tran-

scription to the final mRNA prior to translation, two

distinct concepts are needed. One is the gene that then

becomes freed from all ballast and can again assume a pure
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role of a functional unit, and the other is the genon that

guides and controls the assembly of the gene through the

steps of the expression process.

Let us try to put our conceptual framework into per-

spective. Our information theoretical analysis is entirely

sequential, as it is motivated by the principle of the cascade

of regulation, and it integrates well a substantial body of

biochemical knowledge and theoretical concepts accumu-

lated about genome organization and gene expression (cf.

Scherrer 1980; Scherrer 1989, 2003). It does not, however,

take the complex network of interactions between the

expressions of different genes into account. This still needs

to be addressed within the concepts and methods of Sys-

tems Biology; the high throughput data currently, or soon,

available will be needed here.

In any case, it seems that a conceptual and information

theoretical discussion of the gene has its natural point of

termination at the stage just prior to translation when the

coding information is read off from the mRNA, a limit

adopted within this essay. After the sequence identity of a

polypeptide has been determined, physical and biochemical

processes take over to determine the shape in 3D of pro-

teins as well as their spatial localization and co-localization

within the cell. This then constitutes the basis of the met-

abolic functioning of the cell. It will be a fundamental task

for the future to integrate the information-theoretic analysis

developed here, which finds its natural place in the tran-

scriptome, with a geometric approach concerning both, the

proteome as well as the transcriptome.

Glossary and abbreviations

The terms in glossary are italicised

Biological terms

Aa-motif short amino acid sequence interacting

with a nucleic acid oligomotif

Alternative

splicing

in course of splicing, exons can be

combined in different ways so that in

the subsequent steps of the expression

process different functional products

(genes) can be created from the same

pre-mRNA

Cistron contiguous genomic element acting in cis

to secure a function

Controlling

gene (c-gene)

gene controlling the expression of other

genes

Cascade

regulation

theoretical model of eukaryotic gene

regulation proposing stepwise reduction

of the genomic information potential in

course of RNA processing and transport

Ectopic

pairing

network of filaments (some known to

contain DNA since running in and out of

the nucleolus) which run in between

telomeres, and link specific interbands of

the four polytene chromosomes of

Drosophila, e.g., forming a genetically

fixed 3D-network which keeps every

genomic fragment in a precise position

in space; conceptual basis of the Unified

Matrix Hypothesis.

EM electron microscope

Exon fragment of a coding sequence in the

DNA placed between introns

FDT full domain transcript, RNA resulting

from the transcription of an entire

genomic domain in the DNA; generally

but not necessarily identical to pre-

mRNA or pre-rRNA.

Gene here defined as the uninterrupted nucleic

acid stretch of the coding sequence in the

mRNA that corresponds to a polypeptide

or another functional product; thus, in

eukaryotes typically not yet present at

DNA level, but assembled from gene

fragments (exons) in course of RNA

processing

Genomic

domain

DNA domain containing fragments of

one or several genes coordinated by cis

controls separated, possibly, by

insulators (Gaszner and Felsenfeld

2006), often unit of transcription and,

in some cases, of replication; visible as

chromatin loops in lampbrush

chromosomes of birds and amphibia,

and in polytene chromosomes of diptera

as heterochromatic bands, representing

structural units of chromosome

organization and meiotic recombination,

of transcription and, e.g., in Sciaridae, of

replication.

Genon

(contraction

of gene and

operon)

program controlling the expression of a

gene, superimposed onto and added to the

coding sequence in cis, i.e.: cis-acting

program associated with a specific gene

at mRNA level, materialised by factor

binding sites (oligomotifs) in an mRNA

sequence, therefore encoded already in

the DNA in the same strand as the coding

sequence, which is fragmented into exons

(see text for details)

Holo-genon ensemble of all (proto-)genons at the

level of the entire genome
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Holo-

transgenon

ensemble of all factors that can respond to

the cis-program encoded in DNA or RNA

and related to genes to be expressed

Intron non-coding stretch of DNA placed

between exons in the genomic DNA

(synonymous to intervening sequence)

MAR matrix attachment region where a DNA

sequence is linked to the nuclear matrix

and, hence, protected to DNase digestion

mRNA messenger ribonucleic acid, carrying the

coding sequence of a gene as well as

specific signals guiding its expression

(the genon)

NABP nucleic acid binding protein

Nucleolus nuclear body where the (highly

amplified) ribosomal DNA is located

and the ribosomal subunits synthesised

Oligomotif oligonucleotide sequence, recognized by

specific amino-acid motifs (aa-motifs) in

nucleic acid binding proteins or by mi- or

siRNAs in RNA interference

Operon a sequence of cistrons linked in cis and

transcribed into a single mRNA,

representing a program of gene

expression in prokaryots constituted by

several, possibly co-operating genes

Peripheral

(genetic)

memory

genetic information temporally stored

outside the genomic DNA in form of

(pre-)mRNA and pre-proteins, allowing

for delayed gene expression (e.g.,

maternal mRNA in oocytes, or

proenzymes as trypsinogen)

Post-

transcriptional

regulation

regulative interventions after transcription

at the level of pre-mRNA and mRNA,

according to the corresponding (pre-

)genons; to be distinguished from

translational regulation

Pre-genon precursor of genon at pre-mRNA or full

domain transcript level; the program in a

transcript controlling the formation of

mRNA and its expression

Pre-mRNA primary transcript that is converted into

mRNA by processing, including splicing

Pre-rRNA primary transcript that is converted into

ribosomal RNA by processing

Processing

of RNA

mechanism of cleavage of transcripts

(pre-mRNA, pre-rRNA, FDT, etc.) and

excision and ligation of the fragments of

genes which are conserved and

functionally expressed (exons), whereas

the intergenic and intervening sequences

(introns) are destroyed

Protein gene

(p-gene)

polypeptide and its coding sequence,

equivalent of triplet-based coding

sequence in mRNA

Proto-genon signals at DNA level that control, via (pre-

)mRNA, expression of one or several

genes; includes the pre-genon as well as

signals for chromatin modification and

local activation of transcription

RNA

interference

mechanism of transient or final repression

of specific (pre-)mRNAs through specific

interfering RNAs (siRNA or miRNA)

RNA-gene

(r-gene)

gene coding for a functional RNA

RNP ribonucleoprotein complex, i.e, complex

of RNA and proteins (selective binding

of proteins to mRNA is essential for

regulation of the gene expression

process)

rRNA ribosomal RNA backbone, aligning the

ribosomal proteins to form the 30S (18S

rRNA) and 50S (28S rRNA) ribosomal

subunits; has, furthermore, ribozyme

function

Splicing particular type of RNA processing by

internal excision of the non-coding

introns from the transcripts, creating

mRNAs by assembly of exons that

contain pieces of coding sequences,

possibly in several specific

combinations (alternative splicing)

Structural gene

(s-gene)

gene contributing to cellular structure,

either directly or via enzymatic activities

Transgenon ensemble of trans-acting factors selected

by a specific genon in an mRNA, acting

on the signals placed in cis

Translational

regulation

regulation at the level of the

polyribosomes during translation of

mRNA

Unified Matrix

Hypothesis

(UMH)

postulates that a large part of the non-

coding DNA has an architectural function,

providing a frame for the selective

interaction of specific regions in the

DNA, within or between chromosomes,

as seen in ectopic pairing

UTR untranslated region preceding or

following the coding sequence in mRNA

Mathematical terms

Conditional

probability

probability of an event or a message

contingent upon the occurrence of

another event or message
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Ensemble

entropy

uncertainty about a specific element to

be chosen from an ensemble of elements

with known probabilities

Entropy uncertainty about the content of a

message prior to its reception, on the

basis of known probabilities for the

various possible messages (see formula

in text); expected information to be

gained from receiving a message

Sequence

entropy

uncertainty about a specific sequence

composed from symbols with known

probabilities and correlations
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